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The purpose of this research project was to explore the relationship among 
organizational culture, pastoral leadership style, and worship attendance growth in United 
Methodist churches in rapidly growing suburbs of Atlanta. A researcher designed survey 
assessed the presence of eight cultural types in 12 churches. Six of those types 
determined cultural assumptions in churches: (1) evangelizing, (2) worshiping, (3) 
teaching, (4) community building, (5) social consciousness raising, and (6) blending. 
Two more types were used to discern cultural assumptions about the nature of God within 
churches: (7) king and (8) father. In addition the Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Moorman, and 
Fetter “Transformational and Charismatic Leadership” tool was used to assess the 
transactional or transformational leadership style of the pastors. 
  A significant  and high relationship was found between the transformational 
behavior of exhibiting high performance expectation and worship attendance growth. 
Exhibiting high performance expectation was a significant predictor of worship 
attendance growth. 
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CHAPTER 1 
PROBLEM 
 In 1989 I was appointed as the pastor of Rock Chapel United Methodist Church 
outside of Lithonia, Georgia. The church was established in the 1850s, with the building 
itself dating back to 1870. It was a small, clapboard structure with a dirt and gravel 
driveway and parking lot that curled around the church. It looked as if it belonged in a 
Norman Rockwell painting. The cemetery predated the establishment of the church. 
Dates on some of the grave markers were placed when the site was used for periodic 
services under a brush arbor in the early nineteenth century.  
 One incongruous image in the midst of this setting was the church gymnasium. It 
was a large metal building, much larger than the church, placed directly behind the 
sanctuary. It was built in the late 1970s for attracting youth to the church after the 
pastor’s son drowned on a church youth retreat. The gymnasium was the pride of the 
church, and the people often talked about a desire to grow, although the church had 
experienced little growth during the past century. 
When I arrived, the community around the church was experiencing dynamic 
growth, as the suburbs of Atlanta began to push outward. Sunday morning worship 
attendance in one service was approximately eighty people. Of the eighty people in 
worship, 25 percent of those in attendance were under the age of eighteen and 30 percent 
were over the age of sixty-five. The community around the church was a fast growing 
suburb, but worship attendance had been in steady decline for more than ten years. 
 With the approval of the governing board, I invited a church consultant to lead us 
in a three-day workshop on developing strategies to help the church grow. The 
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congregation initially appeared enthusiastic, and approximately forty people attended at 
some point during the weekend. The consultant was challenging and enthusiastic, but as 
the sessions passed I observed that people were growing increasingly irritable. The day 
after the last session, a small delegation from the personnel committee came to my office 
and announced that many people in the church were angry. “Why?” I asked. They said, 
“Because of what you and that ‘fella’ want to do to our church. If we wanted to have a 
big church, we would have joined one. We want enough people to pay our bills, but we 
don’t want a lot of people here.” 
 In January 1997, I was appointed to a church that was located in another suburb of 
metropolitan Atlanta. The church was started in 1973 but experienced little growth until 
1992, although the area surrounding the church was growing rapidly. The church 
experienced worship attendance growth of 10 percent in 1996. The average worship 
attendance was 450 people in two morning services. In 1997 the average worship 
attendance grew over 40 percent. During that year I invited the Board of Trustees to 
explore the possibilities of how we might increase parking to allow for current needs and 
future growth. The room was quiet. Many of those in the room began to look at the floor. 
Those who looked at me appeared angry. Slowly and deliberately the chairman spoke: 
“Maybe we don’t want to grow. I know a lot of people don’t want the church to grow. 
Maybe we should take it to the Administrative Board for a vote to see if we want to 
grow.” I said, “It was a democracy that nailed Jesus on the cross. They voted for 
Barabbas. We’re not going to do that.” The church has continued to experience dynamic 
growth since that time, although many of the earlier church leaders have chosen to attend 
churches with little or no growth. 
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 While addressing the exciting blessing, opportunity, responsibility, and challenge 
of making disciples, leaders in two churches I have served articulated what I believe to be 
the organizational values of many churches. Those organizational values often express 
themselves in a demand for stability and comfort. Lovett H. Weems expresses the 
aversion organizations have toward change:   
Everything about human organizational life leads toward stability and not 
change. In human organizations the most powerful pull is always to keep 
change within a fairly narrow range. All human groups become 
uncomfortable when change goes beyond their zone of what is acceptable. 
(14) 
 
In my observation, many United Methodist churches are never required to articulate a 
vision that leads to growth and change. The ministers value a career where each 
appointment leads to a promotion and tenure is five years or less. The church is never 
required to verbalize a self-understanding and purpose in order to attract a pastor. They 
will receive a pastor even if they have no stated purpose. 
 This organizational behavior is most glaring in areas of high population growth. 
In these areas, one could reasonably expect that churches would grow. A church growth 
rate to match the population growth is a reasonable expectation. I was alarmed to learn 
that most United Methodist churches in metro Atlanta rarely grow as fast as the 
surrounding population and very often decline in areas of high population growth.  
Between 1990 and 2000, Cobb County, Georgia, a rapidly growing suburb of 
metro Atlanta, had a population growth of almost 36 percent. Church membership among 
all adherents grew by 33 percent. United Methodist membership grew by 31 percent 
during the same period (ARDA, “County Membership Report: Cobb”). Initially, the 
membership growth among United Methodist churches appears to have kept pace with 
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population growth. After looking at the statistics more closely, something quite different 
is discovered.  
In this rapidly growing metropolitan suburb of thirty-nine United Methodist 
churches, 49 percent of the United Methodist churches shrank in membership. Another 
23 percent did not grow as fast as the population. Two churches were new church starts. 
Seven other churches grew as fast as or faster than the rate of population growth. Four 
rapidly growing churches accounted for 82 percent of all the growth in membership 
among United Methodist churches in Cobb County (Baker, Yearbook and Minutes 1991 
North Georgia Conference 612-13; Weber, 2001 Journal of the North Georgia Annual 
Conference 710-11). 
From 1990 to 2000, over 70 percent of the United Methodist churches in this 
rapidly growing suburb shrank or did not grow as fast as the population. This decline 
could be a reflection of an organizational culture that values stability and an aversion to 
change (Weems 14). If these organizational values were consistent throughout rapidly 
growing suburbs in the metro Atlanta area, church leaders would benefit from 
understanding why in the midst of rapid population growth, very few churches thrive and 
49 percent do not overcome steady decline. 
Initially, the thought of growing a church in the middle of a rapidly growing 
population sounds easy. From my experience, I have learned that rapid church growth in 
the middle of rapid population growth is neither easy nor normative. Two major sets of 
problems prevent organizational growth from being easy. Edgar H. Schein addresses the 
problem of easy growth when he explains that all organizations must deal with two major 
sets of problems: 
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All group and organizational theories distinguish two major sets of 
problems that all groups, no matter what their size, must deal with: (1) 
survival, growth, and adaptation in their environment and (2) internal 
integration that permits daily functioning and the ability to adapt. 
(Organizational Culture 11) 
  
Survival and growth depend on adaptation, and adaptation requires change. Change 
requires risk and the most natural response to risk is fear. Rapid growth brings additional 
fear because internal integration can be quickly outpaced by rapid change. Nancy T. 
Ammerman observes the problems associated with external adaptation and internal 
integration specifically within churches: 
As environments change … it would seem a simple matter for a 
congregation to assess the changes, decide on a course of action, and 
implement new programs and strategies in response. That rarely 
happens.… [F]amiliar patterns often blind congregations to the change in 
the first place. Once they recognize change, their ability to imagine the 
future is blunted by the weight of the past. And even valiant, imaginative 
efforts to change are made more difficult by expectations and assumptions 
long in place. The most common response to change, in fact, is to proceed 
with business as usual. (63) 
 
Business as usual is a cultural response within churches that stifles the church’s ability to  
 
adapt to the environment and integrate people within the organization.    
 
 The movement toward business as usual is a natural pattern that a culture 
develops to ensure stability within an organization. The movement toward business as 
usual is also the pattern that kills the organization. Carl George reports that “[t]here are 
many reasons that contribute to a church experiencing growth, but continuing to conduct 
business as usual remains one of the primary reasons why most churches fail to grow.” 
 Most United Methodist churches fail to grow, but a few churches do grow and 
grow very rapidly. These churches are equipped with pastoral leaders that motivate 
people to move beyond “business as usual.” These churches are equipped with leaders 
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that help the organization to adapt to a changing environment and thrive. Pastoral leaders 
in these churches equip the organization to cope with internal chaos for the sake of a 
larger purpose or vision. They lead people to overcome their fears in order to risk inviting 
others to take part in God’s mission to reconcile the world to God. “Leadership is getting 
people to a place they would not get on their own” (Shore 181).  
 The pastoral leader of a congregation is the primary variable that helps to 
influence organizational change: “[I]mplementing organizational change is one of the 
major, if not the major, challenges that leaders and would-be leaders face in confronting 
today’s fast-paced rate of change in the external environment” (Steers, Porter, and Bigley 
687). The leader of a congregation not only helps develop a new organizational culture, 
but the pastoral leader also helps the congregation interpret the old culture to determine 
which aspects of the old culture need to be released (Schein, “How to Set the Stage” 
335). If a congregation is to be healthy, the leadership must lead in biblically healthy 
ways. Exploring the relationship between leadership styles and the organizational culture 
of congregations is important to church health. 
 Statistical growth is not the only indication of church health, but it is one 
indication. Growth is what healthy organisms do naturally. Rick Warren, pastor at 
Saddleback Community Church during phenomenal statistical growth, observes the 
relationship between statistical growth and church health:  
All things grow—you don’t have to make [original emphasis] them grow. 
It’s the natural thing for living organisms to do if they are healthy.… Lack 
of growth usually indicates an unhealthy situation, possibly a disease. In 
the same way, since the church is a living organism, it is natural for it to 
grow if it is healthy. (16)  
 
Relatively few churches are growing in this area where population growth is rapid and 
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the potential is great. An epidemic of unhealthy churches now exists, but very few people 
seem to be alarmed.  
 This project may raise awareness and draw attention to a serious health risk. Most 
United Methodist churches are dying in one of the most exciting mission fields on earth. 
Many pastors and laity alike dismiss church growth as if it were strictly tied to population 
growth. A majority of the population is living and dying without knowing Jesus. They are 
being ignored while churches focus on their internal struggles and ignore the external 
environment. The relationship that exists among church culture, leadership style, and 
worship attendance growth offers a key to exploring the necessary steps to change. These 
relationships are examined in the context of the United Methodist Church in metropolitan 
Atlanta. 
   Theological Foundation 
The views expressed in the two opening conversations provide insight for a 
theological discussion into addressing the organizational culture and leadership in United 
Methodist churches. Those conversations were artifacts that reflect a common value of 
remaining a small, close-knit congregation. In both conversations, the persons were 
incredulous that their assumptions about the size of the church could be challenged. The 
theological foundation for this project is not to address the physical size of a particular 
church but to confront the underlying cultural assumptions that churches exist to serve 
their congregations. Underlying assumptions are the source of values and actions for 
organizations (Schein, “How to Set the Stage” 335). The theological foundation for this 
paper is that the source of values and actions for churches must be consistent with the 
nature and mission of God. The mission of God is the source of organizational culture 
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and leadership peculiar to the Church. 
 The operational theology for many churches I have served and observed is in 
conflict with the formal theology of the United Methodist Church. Operational theology 
is unstated and not formalized but is widely accepted throughout the culture. Very often it 
is the exact opposite of the formal theology. The formal mission of the Church as stated 
in The Book of Discipline of the United Methodist Church is “to make disciples of Jesus 
Christ. Local churches provide the most significant arena through which disciple-making 
occurs” (87). Most often leaders and churches do not lack information. Virtually all 
United Methodist churches know that Jesus said, “Go therefore and make disciples” 
(Matt. 28:19, NASB). The Book of Discipline of the United Methodist Church is familiar 
to pastoral leaders and their churches. Leaders and churches engage in misunderstanding 
the nature of God, the nature of God’s mission in the world, the role of the Church in that 
mission, spiritual sloth, and/or willful self-interest. These are elements that keep churches 
from taking part in God’s mission in a significant way. United Methodist churches 
possess sufficient information to know the role of the Church in God’s mission, but 
statistically very few are taking part in God’s mission. 
An understanding of the nature of the Church must start with the nature of God 
and the mission of God in the world. Mission does not start with the church as if it were 
an activity among many in the church. The mission of God is the foundation for the 
mission of the church. David J. Bosch articulates the relationship among the nature of 
God, God’s mission, and the mission of the Church: 
Mission … [is] understood as being derived from the very nature of God. 
It … [is] thus put in the context of the doctrine of the Trinity, not of 
ecclesiology or soteriology. The classical doctrine of the missio Dei as 
God the Father sending the Son, and God the Father and the Son sending 
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the Spirit … [is] expanded to include yet another “movement”: Father, 
Son, and Holy Spirit sending the church into the world. (390) 
 
The mission of the Church does not belong to the church; it is an extension of the mission 
of God. 
My theological understanding has been influenced greatly by Darrell L. Guder et 
al.’s book and Bosch’s book. In this section I explore a biblical understanding of the 
nature of God’s mission to the world. I also explore the relationship of the Church to 
God’s mission. The nature and mission of God is the source of organizational culture and 
leadership peculiar to the Church. 
God’s mission toward humans began with Adam. God’s desire for relationship 
with Adam was so strong that God became a part of Adam and “breathed into his nostrils 
the breath of life; and man became a living being” (Gen. 2:7). Here the Hebrew word for 
“breath” of God is neshamah. It can be translated as puff, wind, divine inspiration, soul, 
or spirit (Strong 81). The Spirit of God gave true life to Adam and gives true life to all 
people. The same image of the breath of God is captured when Jesus breathed on his 
disciples and said to them, “Receive the Holy Spirit” (John 20:23). The image is repeated 
at Pentecost when “[t]here came from heaven a noise like a violent, rushing wind, and it 
filled the whole house where they were sitting” (Acts 2:2). The Spirit gives life and 
equips humans for God’s mission.  
 God placed Adam in the garden to “cultivate and keep it” (Gen. 2:15), and he 
made Adam and Eve “one flesh” (Gen. 2:24). Because they were one flesh, God’s Spirit 
was within them and they were a part of each other. God nurtured that relationship by 
walking with them in the “cool of the day” (Gen. 3:8). Communion with God was a gift 
initiated by God and expected by him as he lived in them and walked with them. 
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 Community with one another was also a gift of God. They were literally a part of 
one another. As Adam said, “This is now bone of my bones, and flesh of my flesh” (Gen. 
2:23). People were created for close relationship with one another. They were also 
created for a close relationship to the earth to “cultivate and keep it” (Gen. 2:15). A life-
giving relationship with God, humans, and the earth is what God intends for all people. A 
life-giving relationship is God’s intention, but God’s will was temporarily thwarted.  
Adam and Eve broke the relationship God intended and turned away from the call 
of God on their lives by disobeying God. They ate from the tree of the knowledge of 
good and evil. Their relationship with God was broken; they hid from God. The 
relationship between Adam and Eve was broken; they hid from one another. The 
relationship with the earth was broken as well. God said, “Cursed is the ground because 
of you” (Gen. 3:17).     
 Human beings now live in an arena of broken relationships. Special effort is not 
needed to experience separation from God, neighbor, and the earth. Broken relationships 
are normative. They have eaten from the tree of knowledge, so we basically know good 
from evil. People do not need communion with God to know murder is evil. They are 
equipped with basic knowledge but unequipped for life the way God intended. They have 
not eaten from the tree of life. They are separated from the tree of life and the Giver of 
Life. Their tendency is to move away from communion with God rather than toward God. 
Their tendency is to hide from one another and seek self-interests rather than seeking 
God’s interests and community with one another. Divorce and division are more a part of 
people’s nature than union and unity. The earth issues disease, mosquitoes, and weeds 
without asking, and humans pollute ozone and ocean without thinking. God’s mission has 
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not changed: He desires a life-giving relationship with humans.  
Scripture gives the assurance that God’s mission will not be forever thwarted. The 
Bible begins with the tree of life in Genesis and ends with the tree of life in Revelation. 
In the last chapter of Revelation, the tree of life is in the center of the garden in the center 
of the city. The garden is the original place of communion with God and the city is the 
place of community with humans. What is different at the end of the Bible is that humans 
do take from the tree this time. John says, “[T]he leaves of the tree were for the healing of 
the nations” (Rev. 22:2). As Northrop Frye states, this image of the tree of life “is the 
clearest indication of a beginning and an end to the Biblical narrative” (145). The broken 
are made whole. Relationships are healed the way God originally intended and the Spirit 
and the bride (the Church) are the ones who give the invitation to “Come” (Rev. 22:17; 
Frye 154). 
Between Genesis and Revelation, God the giver of life, searches for people. 
Throughout the Old Testament, God called individuals such as Moses and the prophets to 
quicken the hearts of people to love him and to love and seek justice with neighbors. 
Most often people responded like the Hebrews, seeking a predictable slavery over an 
unpredictable journey with God. They possessed the knowledge or Law but refused life. 
In the Old Testament, God clearly states his desire for a life-giving relationship rather 
than merely knowledge of good and evil: 
I call heaven and earth to witness against you today, that I have set before 
you life and death, the blessing and curse. So choose life in order that you 
may live, you and your descendants, by loving the Lord your God, by 
obeying His voice and by holding fast to Him. (Deut. 31:19-20) 
  
People chose knowledge of good and evil rather than a life-giving relationship of love 
with God and neighbor. God would not leave them alone. His desire for a life-giving 
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relationship with humans is His mission. 
God’s desire for a life-giving relationship was stated clearly throughout the Old 
Testament. His desire for a relationship was clothed in flesh when he sent his son, Jesus 
Christ, to live God’s mission on earth. “But when the fullness of time came, God sent 
forth His son” (Gal. 4:4a). Jesus, the “Prince of Life” (Acts 3:15), is God made flesh 
(John 1:14). Jesus is the exact representation of God’s nature (Heb.1:3). He came to earth 
that people might understand the nature of God’s great love for them and his desire for a 
life-giving relationship with them. God also came to invite humans to take part in his 
mission of “reconciling the world to Himself” (2 Cor. 5:19). Jesus taught about this great 
love through the imagery, not of a garden, but about a larger community structure called 
the kingdom of God (Luke 2:43). This kingdom is where the relationships with God and 
neighbor are the way God intended. This kingdom is realized where God’s will is done 
and exists in both earth and heaven (Matt. 6:10). God’s kingdom is offered in a life-
giving relationship with God through his son Jesus Christ. God’s mission has been to 
offer this relationship from the beginning because God loves people. 
Once again humans refused the life-giving relationship and sought to kill God’s 
son. They preferred knowledge about God rather than a relationship with him. They 
preferred creating a god to serve their own self-interests rather than serving God’s 
interests. God’s desire for a life-giving relationship with humans would not be thwarted. 
Jesus’ life would not be taken. Instead, he gave his life to prove his love for people. “God 
demonstrates his own love for us in that while we were yet sinners Christ died for us” 
(Rom. 5:8).  
Once again the image of the tree of life is presented (Frye 149). The tree, called 
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the cross (Acts 5:30; 10:39; 13:29; Gal. 3:13; 1 Pet. 2:24), is the centerpiece of God’s 
love for people. True life is offered through the cross. Through Jesus’ death on the tree, 
he offers forgiveness for human’s tendency to break relationships with God and neighbor 
and to seek their own self-interests. Through his resurrection and pouring out of his Spirit 
on the day of Pentecost, he offers power to overcome this tendency. He offers power to 
take part in his mission to do his will and call all people to a life-giving relationship with 
him through faith. The Apostle Paul clearly and succinctly describes God’s mission for a 
reconciled relationship offered through Christ’s death and resurrection. He then invites 
humans to take part in Christ’s mission of reconciliation: 
He died for all, that they who live should no longer live for themselves, 
but for Him who died and rose again on their behalf. Therefore from now 
on we recognize no man according to the flesh even though we have 
known Christ according to the flesh, yet now we know Him thus no 
longer. Therefore if any man is in Christ, he is a new creature; the old 
things passed away; behold new things have come. Now all these things 
are from God, who reconciled us to Himself through Christ and gave us 
the ministry of reconciliation, namely, that God was in Christ reconciling 
the world to Himself not counting their trespasses against them, and He 
has committed to us the word of reconciliation. Therefore, we are 
ambassadors for Christ, as though God were entreating through us; we beg 
you on behalf of Christ, be reconciled to God. (2 Cor. 5:15-20) 
 
Paul identifies God’s reconciling mission through Christ for the world. The mission did 
not end with Jesus’ death. Paul entreats all followers of Christ to commit themselves to 
the reconciling mission of God. 
Often churches do not shrink from a lack of knowledge. Often they have enough 
information, but still they do not take part in God’s mission. Sometimes they do not 
understand the nature of the great love God has for the world. Their concerns have 
become internal and church centered rather than external and mission centered. 
Sometimes they do not understand that God is seeking to reconcile the world. They 
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understand he came only to reconcile their church and judge the world. They understand 
the Church’s role in the world is only to perpetuate itself and to participate in the 
judgment. Sometimes they seek “good” and not the Giver of Life. Sometimes they seek 
comfort. The unhealthy nature of humans and human organizations often causes them to 
shrink. The Church is an organization that is peculiar to its message. God’s mission is the 
source of organizational culture and leadership peculiar to the Church. 
The pastor is the primary variable to influence change within the organizational 
culture of the local church. Pastoral leadership must participate in life-giving 
relationships with God and neighbor. Through these relationships and effective 
leadership, the pastor is able to influence the congregation in a healthy understanding of 
the nature of God and the Church’s mission in the world. The substantive nature of this 
change is the work of the Holy Spirit. Churches require a positive affection for Jesus 
Christ and must share that affection to ensure health. The power of this affection and the 
power to share it is an act of the Holy Spirit and is available to all. Churches cannot fulfill 
the purpose for which they were made if they do not take part in God’s mission to call all 
people to a life-giving relationship of love of God and neighbor through Jesus Christ. 
Calling all people to a life-giving relationship is essential for the church to take part in 
God’s mission. Certain styles of leadership are more effective than others in mobilizing 
people to take part in God’s mission. 
Statement of Purpose 
The purpose of this study was to explore the relationship among organizational 
culture, pastoral leadership style, and worship attendance growth in United Methodist 
churches in rapidly growing suburbs of Atlanta, Georgia. 
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Research Questions 
In order to fulfill the purpose of this study, five research questions have been 
identified: 
1. What are the primary cultures of the churches studied? 
2. What are the leadership styles of the pastors of these churches? 
3. How are the cultures and pastoral leadership styles of these churches related? 
4. How are growth in average worship attendance, church culture, and pastoral  
leadership styles related? 
 5. What other factors would help explain observed outcomes? 
Definition of Terms 
For the purpose of this study, the following terms are limited and narrowly 
defined. 
Organizational culture, for the purpose of this study, is a pattern of shared basic 
assumptions that have been learned by a local church. 
Pastoral leader, for the purpose of this study, refers to the senior minister of a 
local United Methodist congregation. 
Primary leadership style, for the purpose of this study, refers to the primary 
characteristics of transformational leadership theory or transactional leadership theory. 
Dynamic church growth, for the purpose of this study, refers to the average 
worship attendance of a local congregation that is equal to or greater than the percentage 
growth within that county.  
Metropolitan Atlanta suburbs, for the purpose of this study, are defined as the ten 
counties of Cherokee, Cobb, Clayton, Dekalb, Douglas, Fayette, Fulton, Gwinnett, 
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Henry, and Rockdale as designated by The Atlanta Regional Commission (ARC). 
Rapidly growing counties, for the purpose of this study, are defined as the 
counties that have experienced cumulative growth by at least 9 percent from 1 January 
2001 to 1 July 2005. 
Transactional leaders approach followers with the intent of appealing to the basic 
self-interests of followers. Leaders may exchange salary for loyalty or compliments for 
devotion. The transaction is the exchange of basic self-interests between leader and 
follower. 
Transformational leaders look beyond appealing only to the basic self-interests of 
followers. Transformational leaders seek to engage followers in creating a vision of the 
future that has the potential to change the individual and organization as well. The 
transforming leader is in a relationship with followers that mutually stimulates both the 
leader and the follower (Burns 4). 
Context 
 Atlanta is the state capital of Georgia. It is located in the heart of what is referred 
to as the Bible Belt. Approximately 38 percent of the population claims no religious 
adherence. Evangelical Protestants represent the largest segment of religious adherence 
(ARDA, “State Membership Report: Georgia”). The statewide per capita income is 
$21,154 (OPB, “Per Capita Income”) and almost 58 percent of the population was born in 
Georgia (OPB, “Nativity and Place of Birth”). 
 Gwinnett County is the largest of the six metro Atlanta chosen for this project. 
Almost 48 percent of the population claims no religious adherence. Evangelical 
Protestants represent 22 percent of religious adherence (ARDA, “County Membership 
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Report: Gwinnett”). The average commute time to work for the population is 26.2 
minutes (OBP, “Average Travel Time to Work”). The per capita income is $25,006 
(OPB, “Per Capita Income”) and 37 percent of the population was born in the state (OPB, 
“Nativity and Place of Birth”). Approximately 70 percent of the population is white and 
19 percent is African-American (“State and County: Gwinnett”) 
 In Cherokee County 58 percent of the population claims no religious adherence. 
Evangelical Protestants represent 26 percent of religious adherence (ARDA, “County 
Membership Report: Cherokee”). The average commute time to work for the population 
is 34.4 minutes (OPB, “Average Travel Time to Work”). The per capita income is 
$24,871 (OPB, “Per Capita Income”) and almost 50 percent of the population was born in 
the state (OPB, “Nativity and Place of Birth”). A little over 92 percent of the population 
is white and less than 3 percent of the population is African-American (“State and 
County: Cherokee”). 
 In Clayton County approximately 50 percent of the population claims no religious 
adherence. Approximately 19 percent of the religious adherents are Evangelical 
Protestant (ARDA, “County Membership Report: Clayton”). The average commute time 
to work for the population is 29.8 minutes (OPB, “Average Travel Time to Work”). The 
per capita income is $18,079 (OPB, “Per Capita Income”) and over 51 percent of the 
population was born in the state (OBP, “Nativity and Place of Birth”). Approximately 31 
percent of the population is white and 62 percent of the population is African-American 
(“State and County: Clayton”). 
 In Rockdale County 40 percent of the population claims no religious adherence. 
Evangelical Protestants represent 23 percent of the population (ARDA, “County 
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Membership Report: Rockdale”). The average commute time to work for the population 
is 29.5 minutes (OPB, “Average Travel Time to Work”). The per capita income is 
$22,300 (OPB, “Per Capita Income”) and 55 percent of the population was born in the 
state (OPB, “Nativity and Place of Birth”). The population is 62 percent white and 34 
percent African-American (“State and County: Rockdale”). 
 Cobb County is the second largest of the eight metro counties chosen for this 
project. Over 42 percent of the population claims no religious adherence. Evangelical 
Protestants represent 23 percent of religious adherents (ARDA, “County Membership 
Report: Cobb”). The average commute time to work for the population is 26.9 minutes 
(OPB, “Average Travel Time to Work”). Cobb has the third highest per capita income in 
the state at $27,863 (OPB, “Per Capita Income”). Almost 37 percent of the population 
was born in Georgia (OPB, “Nativity and Place of Birth”). Approximately 72 percent of 
the population is white and 23 percent African-American (“State and County: Cobb”). 
 In Douglas County almost 45 percent of the population claims no religious 
adherence. Approximately 29 percent of religious adherents are Evangelical Protestant 
(ARDA, “County Membership Report: Douglas”). The average per capita income is 
$21,172 (OPB, “Per Capita Income”). The average commute time is 27.9 minutes (OPB, 
“Average Travel Time to Work”) and 60 percent of the population was born in Georgia 
(OPB, “Nativity and Place of Birth”). Approximately 65 percent of the population is 
white and 32 percent is African-American (“State and County: Douglas”). 
Fayette County has the smallest segment of their population that claims no 
religious adherence. Approximately 14 percent of the population claims no religious 
adherence. Evangelical Protestants represent 38 percent of all adherents (ARDA, “County 
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Membership Report: Fayette”). The average commute time in Fayette County is 26.8 
minutes (OPB, “Average Travel Time to Work”). Fayette has the second highest per 
capita income in the state at $29,464 (OPB, “Per Capita Income”) and almost 43 percent 
of the population was born in Georgia (OPB, “Nativity and Place of Birth”). 
Approximately 78 percent of the population is white and 17 percent is African-American 
(“State and County: Fayette”). 
Henry County has a little more than 50 percent of the population that claims no 
religious adherence. Approximately 28 percent of adherents are Evangelical Protestant 
(ARDA, “County Membership Report: Henry”). The average commute time is 27.9 
minutes (OPB, “Average Travel Time to Work”). The average per capita income is 
$22,945 (OPB, “Per Capita Income”) and over 62 percent of the population was born in 
Georgia (OPB, “Nativity and Place of Birth”). Approximately 69 percent of the 
population is white and 27 percent African-American (“State and County: Henry”). 
Methodology 
 This was a criterion-based, descriptive, correlational study that utilized 
researcher-designed instruments to explore relationships among organizational culture, 
leadership style, and worship attendance growth. 
Population and Sample  
 The population for this study included all United Methodist churches in the 
metropolitan Atlanta area. I derived the sample based on the following criteria. First, I 
selected from the ten county metropolitan Atlanta area, only those counties that grew at a 
rate of 9 percent or more from 1 January 2001 through 1 July 2005 (“State and County”). 
The eight counties that qualified were Cherokee, Cobb, Clayton, Douglas, Fayette, 
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Gwinnett, Henry, and Rockdale. Fulton County had population decline until 2005 and 
Dekalb County grew less than 1 percent. Within the eight rapidly growing counties, 152 
United Methodist churches currently exist. Statistical information was available for 142 
churches (Weber, 2006 Journal). 
 I chose only those churches where the pastor had tenure of at least five years. 
There were thirty-seven pastors with tenure of five years or more in the churches. 
Thirty-three pastors from thirty-four churches had tenure of five years or more were 
contacted. One pastor had two churches.  
Variables 
 This study measured the relationship among three independent variables. 
Organizational culture, leadership style, and worship attendance growth were the three 
variables used. Churches selected for inclusion in this study were based on three criteria. 
One variable of growth was operationalized into two subsets. These subsets included 
cumulative population growth within a county from 1 January 2001 through 1 July 2005 
and worship attendance growth within a congregation from 1 January 2001 through 31 
December 2005.  
Another variable of this study was the length of pastoral tenure within each 
congregation. I only chose pastors whose tenure was at least five years within that 
congregation. Organizational culture, pastoral leadership style, United Methodist 
churches, and rapidly growing suburbs were other variables within this study. 
 Confounding variables that may affect the outcome of the study include various 
contextual factors such as political systems, diversity of population, educational system, 
number of megachurches in the area, time alternatives during worship times, worship 
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style, ethnic differences, age of the organization, and mean age of the people within the 
congregation. 
Instrumentation 
 A researcher-designed questionnaire was developed to determine eight 
organizational culture types for each congregation. The primary cultures hypothesized 
were (1) evangelizing, (2) worshiping, (3) teaching, (4) community building, and (5) 
social consciousness raising. Those churches that had an average score of four or higher 
in three or more of these cultures was designated a (6) blending culture. Two additional 
cultural types were identified to discern a cultural understanding of the nature of God. 
These two types were (7) king and (8) father churches. All eight types were scored on a 
five-point Likert scale. 
 A pilot study was used to develop a factor analysis. The factor analysis was used 
to determine if the congregational questionnaire did, in fact, measure eight different 
church types. Twenty members from the Administrative Board of a church not included 
in the study were invited to complete the congregational questionnaire. A confirmatory 
factor analysis using an Eigen value equals one criteria was used. The Eigen value is a 
criteria used to help determine if a particular question, within the questionnaire, adds new 
information in determining a church type. Based upon the results of the pilot study the 
final version of the Administrative Board/Council Questionnaire was structured, which 
appears in Appendix A. 
 A twenty-eight question self-assessment tool was used with a seven-point Likert 
scale. This self-assessment tool was administered to twenty pastors not included in the 
study. A confirmatory factor-analysis using an Eigen value equals one criteria was used. 
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The final version of the self-assessment tool appears in Appendix B. It was given to 
pastors to determine if their leadership styles were transformational or transactional. This 
questionnaire also assessed individual strengths within the six behavioral factors that 
comprise the transformational leadership style. This questionnaire was developed by P. 
M. Podsakoff, S. B. MacKenzie, R. H. Moorman, and R. Fetter.  
Data Collection 
 I contacted thirty-three pastors by phone and followed with an email to solicit 
support for this study. The script used in this phone call is found in Appendix E. I asked 
all pastors if they would be willing to take part in the questionnaire and if their churches 
used e-mail to contact members of the Administrative Board/Council. If they did use e-
mail, I forwarded one cover letter (see Appendix F) thanking them for taking part and 
providing them with an access code and site link to the questionnaire on 
SurveyMonkey.com. I sent a separate cover letter (see Appendix G) for the 
Administrative Board/Council members. This cover letter was designed to be 
personalized by the pastor before it was forwarded to the Administrative Board/Council 
members. This short cover letter contained the access code to be entered for the 
questionnaire and the site link to SurveyMonkey.com. If the church did not use e-mail 
individual pastors or board members did not use e-mail, I asked if I could send paper 
copies with a self-addressed return envelope one week before their next meeting date. I 
sent two churches paper questionnaires, but neither was returned. I sent one pastor a 
paper copy and he did return the questionnaire.  
 One of the members of my Research Reflection Team collected the raw data from 
SurveyMonkey.com and placed it on an Excel spreadsheet. I then organized the data by 
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church code and by pastor code. Responses in each questionnaire were grouped using 
Appendix C and D according to culture type or leadership style. These scores and codes 
were then entered into a computer by another member of my Research Reflection Team 
to perform statistical correlation and regressions. The Research Reflection Team then 
received the data to analyze and determine if a relationship exists among organizational 
culture, leadership style, and worship attendance growth. 
Delimitations and Generalizability 
 This study focused on a sampling of churches within the United Methodist 
Church. The sampling was taken from churches whose context offered great potential for 
rapid growth. These findings should give insight into understanding why so few churches 
grow, although potential for worship attendance growth is high. The research methods 
used here would have application in other denominations as well. 
The organizational culture of a congregation may be readily identifiable in other 
churches and used as a diagnostic tool to discover why so few churches grow. The 
leadership style of the pastor could also be used to help determine a style of leadership 
that may be more effective in particular church cultures. This study may also help those 
planting churches be more intentional about the type of culture and leadership style they 
desire to create. 
Overview of Dissertation 
Chapter 2 anchors the study within the flow of research in organizational culture, 
leadership, and worship attendance growth. Chapter 3 presents the design of this study. In 
Chapter 4, the findings of this study are reported. Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the 
findings and the interpretation of the dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE 
Organizational Culture 
Stephen R. Covey credits Peter F. Drucker and Warren Bennis as saying, 
“Management is doing things right; leadership is doing right things” (101). Culture often 
determines what is right. For example, in the United States, some parents use a paid work 
experience for a teenager to teach the value of money and responsibility. These parents 
often consider teaching the importance of work to be an expression of love to prepare 
their children for life. In another culture, the same action might not be considered right or 
good. A middle-class teenager going to work in some parts of Mexico, for example, 
signifies that the father is unwilling or unable to provide for his child (Heusinkveld 50-
51). What is right and good is different in different cultures.  
In the field of Christian ethics, H. Richard Niebuhr discusses culture in depth. He 
moves toward a working definition of culture when he writes, “Culture is the ‘artificial, 
secondary environment’ which man superimposes on the natural. It comprises language, 
habits, ideas, beliefs, customs, social organization, inherited artifacts, technical processes, 
and values” (32). In the field of management and behavioral science, Schein offers a 
more succinct definition of culture: “A culture is a pattern of shared basic assumptions 
that have been learned by the members of their group” (“How to Set the Stage” 336). 
Both definitions imply the struggle to articulate culture. Because the patterns have been 
learned, they are artificial and secondary. Because they are assumptions, they are difficult 
to define, but these assumptions can be identified.  
Schein recognizes three basic levels as a way to identify culture. These levels of 
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culture are artifacts, espoused values, and underlying assumptions (Organizational 
Culture, 16-27). The first level of culture is artifacts. Schein defines artifacts as “visible 
organizational structures and processes” (17). Artifacts are things that can be seen, heard, 
and felt. Discerning the meaning of an artifact is difficult to someone who is outside of a 
particular culture. For example, the cross is a primary symbol of focus for worship, yet in 
other churches, the cross can be seen as too Roman Catholic and not appropriate for a 
worship space. One church may have a huge pulpit that may accentuate the importance of 
teaching. Another church may have no pulpit at all but a very large communion table to 
emphasize the importance of the sacraments. Architecture, vocabulary, procedures, and 
habits are all part of the artifacts in the culture of organizations. 
The second level of culture is espoused values. These are “strategies, goals, and 
philosophies” of an organization (Schein, Organizational Culture 19). They are the 
beliefs, norms, and rules that are understood as right values for an organization. For 
instance, a church may embrace the words of Jesus: “Go therefore and make disciples of 
all the nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit” 
(Matt. 28:19a). Congregants could claim disciple making as a value for their 
congregation, but the church’s record of worship attendance and baptisms may contradict 
what the church says it values. Espoused values are the beliefs that are claimed but may 
or may not be practiced. 
The third level of culture is basic assumptions. These are the “unconscious, taken-
for-granted beliefs, perceptions, thoughts, and feelings” of an organization (Schein, 
Organizational Culture 17). The organization or group has learned beliefs over time 
because they have worked repeatedly. They are used to justify how or why solutions to 
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external problems and/or internal assimilation have occurred. For example, a 
congregation may have survived ineffective leadership or decline by being highly 
relational and caring. Such a church might value a pastoral chaplain as right and good 
pastoral leadership. Values, such as small groups, fellowship, caring, and belonging 
might be valued more than evangelism and teaching. Sound doctrinal teaching may have 
allowed a church to experience growth. That church might value a pastoral teacher as 
right and good leadership. Schein writes, “[T]he shared basic assumptions that make up 
the culture of a group can be thought of … as psychological cognitive defense 
mechanisms [original emphasis] that permit the group to continue to function” (23). The 
basic assumptions of a group allow those within the culture to share the actions, 
language, and symbols of that group. Without basic assumptions, communication would 
be very difficult.  
Because artifacts are easy to observe and espoused values may not be values in 
practice, Schein teaches the necessity of pointing out inconsistencies between the two in 
order to discover deeper sources of meaning (“How to Set the Stage” 338-40). These 
deeper sources are the basic assumptions an organization actually embraces.  
For the purpose of this study, I developed eight types of churches. These 
categories were developed with the help of the work of Warren, William H. Willimon, 
John Brokoff, and Schein.  
Six of the church types I used to identity cultural assumptions within churches 
were blended from Warren and Willimon. Warren describes five kinds of churches and 
the pastor’s role in each type of church (122-26). Willimon shares some of the same 
pastoral functions but includes several others that do not correspond to assumptions in 
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organizational identity (205-35). I drew only from those functions that helped clarify the 
types of churches Warren identifies. I used images from a lecture by Brokoff to identify 
two additional cultural assumptions about the nature of God and human response to God. 
I believed questions concerning the type of pastoral leadership a church desired and their 
understanding of the nature of God would reveal useful information about a church’s 
basic assumption.  
I used Schein’s “dimensions of culture” to indicate if a church type dealt 
primarily with external environment or internal integration issues (Organizational Culture 
49-93). Bolman, Deal, Senge, and others address specific aspects of culture that I found 
helpful, but Schein’s discussion provides a more valuable discourse for directly 
connecting underlying assumptions to a core theological value within churches.  
Types of Churches 
 I identified eight types of churches and their basic assumptions. Five of these 
types address basic assumptions as to the purpose of the church. Each type is not 
exclusive of another. The sixth church type blends three or more basic assumptions as to 
the purpose of the church. The remaining two types help identify a church’s cultural 
assumptions about the nature of God and human response to God. The six primary 
purposes of a church are the types I have identified. They are (1) evangelizing, (2) 
worshiping, (3) teaching, (4) community building, (5) social consciousness raising, and 
(6) blending churches (i.e., blending three or more of the basic assumptions). The 
remaining two types are (7) king and (8) father.   
 An evangelizing church would be a congregation whose basic assumption is that 
the primary purpose of a church is to “win the lost.” It would be a congregation whose 
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symbols might be community visitation and altar calls. This type of church values 
leadership where the pastor is an evangelist. The people understand their role primarily as 
witnesses. Common words within the language of an evangelizing type church would be 
baptism, conversion, witness, salvation, decision, and altar call. The cultural dimension 
for this type of church would be adapting to external environments. 
 A worshiping church would be a congregation whose basic assumption is that the 
primary purpose of a church is for worship. It would be a congregation whose symbols 
are the sacraments and the worship center. This church values leadership where the pastor 
is a worship leader. The people understand their role primarily as worshipers. Common 
words within the language of a worshiping type church would be Spirit, music, praise, 
and prayer. The cultural dimensions of this type of church could be oriented toward 
managing internal group assimilation and/or adapting to the external community 
environment.   
 A teaching church would be a congregation whose basic assumption is that the 
primary purpose of a church is to teach. It would be a congregation whose symbols are a 
notebook, a transparency, or a PowerPoint presentation. This church values leadership 
where the pastor would probably teach verse by verse. The people understand their role 
primarily as students. Common words within the language of a teaching type church 
would be Bible study, discipleship, knowledge, and precepts. The cultural dimensions of 
this type of church would be oriented toward managing internal group assimilation. 
  A community building church would be a congregation whose basic assumption is 
that the primary purpose of a church is to love and care for one another. It would be a 
congregation whose primary symbol might include a fellowship hall. This church values 
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leadership where the pastor is a caring chaplain. The people understand their role 
primarily as a loving family. Common words within the language of a community 
building church would be small groups, fun, potluck suppers, belonging, and caring 
relationships. The cultural dimensions of this type of church would be oriented toward 
managing internal group assimilation. 
 A social consciousness raising church would be a congregation whose basic 
assumption is that the primary purpose of a church is to stand for truth. It would be a 
congregation whose symbols are boycotts and petitions. This church values leadership 
where the pastor is a reformer. The people understand their role primarily as activists. 
Common words within the language of a social consciousness raising church would be 
justice, peace with justice, mercy, and truth. The cultural dimensions of this type of 
church would be oriented toward adapting to external environments. 
 A blending church would be a congregation whose basic assumptions are that the 
primary purposes of a church are multidimensional. The people in these churches would 
focus on at least three of the church types as primary. They would be churches that would 
be oriented to managing both internal group assimilation and adapting external 
environments. 
 Up to this, point I have addressed types of churches by the primary understanding 
of what churches do. Basic assumptions about the nature of God and the relationship of 
humans to God reveal not only what churches do, but these assumptions also disclose a 
church’s understanding of reality and how churches discern who they are. Schein states, 
“A fundamental part of every culture is a set of assumptions about what is real and how 
one determines or discovers what is real” (Organizational Culture 97). What is real in a 
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congregational setting is the language and imagery used to describe the nature of God and 
people’s relationship with him. Brokoff has been helpful at this point by offering two 
common images that disclose one’s understanding of the nature of God. These images are 
described through the titles king and father. The next two types of churches are king 
churches and father churches. 
 A congregation classified as a king church would embrace a basic assumption 
about the primary nature of God as King. This church is where humans relate to the King 
as subjects and the King governs his subjects with law. An important Bible verse would 
be, “Faith without works is dead” (Jas. 2:26). A primary symbol of the King is his throne. 
Subjects relate to one another as fellow servants. In the end time, the King delivers 
judgment (Brokoff). 
 A congregation classified as a father church would embrace a basic assumption 
about the primary nature of God as Father. This church is where humans relate to the 
Father as children and the Father guides his children with love. An important Bible verse 
in this culture would be, “For by grace you have been saved through faith” (Eph. 2:8). A 
primary symbol of the Father is the household. God’s children relate to one another as 
brothers and sisters. The Father offers salvation instead of judgment (Brokoff). 
 The basic assumption a church has determines which message is the right one for 
that congregation. If a church does not have a culture focused on God’s mission in the 
world, it will pick what is most comfortable from its own cultural milieu. Often the 
church chooses a message more comfortable than God’s mission to reconcile the world to 
himself. When the church chooses a message, other than God’s mission, the leaders must 
choose between serving God’s mission or the church’s mission. Willimon makes an 
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argument that the pastor must serve the church’s mission. He posits that leaders are 
subservient to the laity because the gospel precedes the church and church leaders:  
God gives us the gospel, then the church, and then the church’s leaders. 
The logical sequence is significant because pastors serve the church so 
that the church might better serve the gospel’s Lord.… The leaders of the 
church are subsequent and subservient to the church—the laity—and 
derive their significance from what Christ has promised, and what Christ 
intends to do in the world through the laos, the people of God. (33) 
 
God’s mission to reconcile the world to himself has been consistent since Adam. God’s 
mission is prior to the church. Leaders cannot be subservient to the office of the laity 
simply because they are laity, as Willimon states, because the mission of God is prior to 
the gospel, the church, and church leaders (Bosch 392). The Lord is not the possession of 
the gospel. The Lord’s message of reconciliation is the gospel. The laity and the leaders 
are subservient to the mission—the triune God’s mission—and derive their significance 
from participating in the reconciling work of God. In the next section, I discuss which 
style of leadership might prove most effective in God’s mission.    
Leadership 
 Drucker writes, “The only definition of a leader [original emphasis] is someone 
who has followers [original emphasis]. Some people are thinkers. Some are prophets. 
Both roles are important and badly needed. But without followers, there can be no 
leaders” (xii). Some leaders are better than others at influencing followers. Often, people 
think leadership is about the superior position one holds. They assume the one on top is 
the one who leads. At other times people voice the opinion that leaders are born and not 
made. James M. Kouzes and Barry Z. Posner observe that leadership is neither about 
position nor genes: 
Our research has shown us that leadership is an observable, learnable set 
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of practices. In over fifteen years of research we have been fortunate to 
hear and read the stories of over 2,500 ordinary people who have led 
others to get extraordinary things done. There are millions more. If we 
have learned one singular lesson about leadership from all of these cases, 
it is that leadership is everyone’s business. (“Seven Lessons for Leading 
the Voyage to the Future” 108) 
 
Leadership is “everyone’s business,” but some people occupy positions where leadership 
is their particular business. As discussed earlier, the pastor of a church is in a position to 
lead the church in God’s mission. Leadership does not mean he or she is the only person 
to lead in God’s mission, but leadership is needed and expected.  
The purpose of this study was to explore the relationship among organizational 
culture, leadership style, and worship attendance growth. If certain styles of leadership 
practices are frequently found in healthy, rapidly growing churches, the results need to be 
made known. 
Much of the discussion in literature about leadership style is focused on 
transformational and transactional leaders. The terms transformational leadership and 
transactional leadership were coined by James MacGregor Burns in his book in 1978. 
The terms have been broadened and narrowed by different authors (e.g., Bass; Tichy; 
Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Moorman, and Fetter). Some authors add the term charismatic 
and transformational leadership (e.g., Bass; Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Moorman, and 
Fetter). Although I use the work of Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Moorman, and Fetter in this 
paper, I do not use the term charismatic when referring to transformational leadership. 
Charismatic often carries a different connotation in ecclesiastical culture than it does in 
business culture. 
Transactional Leaders 
Burns describes transactional leaders in this way: 
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The relations of most leaders and followers are transactional [original 
emphasis]—leaders approaching followers with an eye to exchanging one 
thing for another: jobs for votes, or subsidies for campaign contributions. 
Such transactions comprise the bulk of the relationships among leaders 
and followers, especially in groups, legislatures and parties. (4)  
 
Pastors seldom have jobs or subsidies to exchange, but they do have access to tangible 
 
resources and influence that followers want. 
 
Bernard M. Bass extends the description of transactional leaders by explaining 
that they “[f]ocus on satisfying the self-interest of those who do good work. The leader 
gets things done by making, and fulfilling, promises of recognition, pay increases, and 
advancement for employees who perform well” (“From Transactional to 
Transformational Leadership” 628). This system of rewards and punishments is the 
transaction or exchange the transactional leader offers. Despite Willimon’s claim that 
“[r]ecently, the best research and theory on leadership has stressed the transactional 
nature of leadership… leaders are also in a reciprocal relationship with their followers” 
(278). Bass’ research finds that transactional leadership leads to mediocrity. He writes, 
“My colleagues and I have arrived at this surprising but consistent finding [i.e., 
transactional leadership is a prescription for mediocrity] in a number of research 
analyses” (“From Transactional to Transformational Leadership” 629).  
P.M. Podsakoff, W.D. Todor, R.A. Grover, and V.L. Huber identify five 
questions from the “Leadership Style Self Assessment Pastor’s Questionnaire” (see 
Appendix B) to measure transactional leader behavior. Leaders that “[a]lways give 
positive feedback when others perform well; Give special recognition when others work 
is very good; Commend others when they do a better-than-average job; Personally 
compliment others when they do outstanding work; and Frequently do not acknowledge 
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the good performance of others” (34) are leaders who exhibit transactional behavior, 
which provides rewards in exchange for follower behavior.  
The description of transactional leadership sounds similar to what Eugene H. 
Peterson describes as pastoral shopkeepers. He writes that pastoral shopkeepers are 
pastors who “are preoccupied with shopkeeper’s concerns—how to keep the customers 
happy, how to lure customers away from competitors down the street, how to package the 
goods so that the customers will lay out more money” (1).  Pastors who employ a 
transactional leadership style endeavor to serve the congregant self-interests by giving 
them what they want in order to receive what the pastor wants. 
Transformational Leaders 
Burns also describes transformational leaders: 
Transforming [original emphasis] leadership, while more complex [than 
transactional leadership], is more potent. The transforming leader 
recognizes and exploits an existing need or demand of a potential 
follower. But, beyond that the transforming leader looks for potential 
motives in followers, seeks to satisfy higher needs, and engages the full 
person of the follower. The result of transforming leadership is a 
relationship of mutual stimulation and elevation that converts followers 
into leaders and may convert leaders into moral agents. (4) 
 
Transformational leaders inspire followers with high expectations and an exciting vision 
of the future. They generate trust, loyalty, and respect because relationally they offer a lot 
of themselves. Transformational leaders are individuals “who through personal values, 
vision, passion, and a commitment to a mission energize and move others” (Pierce and 
Newstrom 195). Jim Herrington, Mike Bonem, and James H. Furr write, “They 
encourage individuals and support innovative ventures. Followers gladly commit to a 
future they help to create. Because transformational leaders are trusted and respected, 
followers tend to internalize the spirit and goals of the organization” (96). The essence of 
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transformational leadership is that these leaders “lift ordinary people to extraordinary 
heights” (Boal and Bryson 11). Transformational leaders “lift” followers because they 
increase follower awareness of higher-level needs that transcend self-interests (Bass, 
Leadership 14-16). Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Moorman, and Fetter have identified six 
behaviors with transformational leadership to increase a leader’s effectiveness: providing 
an articulate vision, providing an appropriate model, fostering acceptance of goals, 
exhibiting high-performance expectation, providing individual support and providing 
intellectual stimulation (120).  Pastors that employ transformational leadership behaviors 
engage the congregation in a vision larger than serving their own self-interests.  
 Providing an articulate vision is most widely recognized as a transformational 
leadership behavior (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Moorman, and Fetter 111). Bass explains 
that the transformational leader increases the awareness of followers to perform at an 
extraordinary level with “vision, self confidence, and inner strength to argue successfully 
for what he sees is right or good, not for what is popular or is acceptable according to the 
established wisdom of the time” (Leadership 17). The ability to articulate the vision is a 
primary behavior of the transformational leader. Kouzes and Posner note that most 
people do not see themselves as inspiring but by moving others to a shared vision they 
can lift job satisfaction, pride, loyalty, and productivity (Leadership Challenge 108-113). 
Transformational leaders inspire others when their presentation moves others toward a 
shared vision by (1) appealing to a common purpose, (2) communicating expressively, 
and (3) believing sincerely in what they are saying (113). A succinct definition for this 
primary transformational behavior is “[b]ehavior on the part of the leader aimed at 
identifying new opportunities for his or her unit/division/company, and developing, 
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articulating, and inspiring others with his or her vision of the future” (Podsakoff, 
MacKenzie, Moorman, and Fetter 112). Bill Hybels describes vision as a leader’s most 
potent weapon for changing the world. When a leader articulates a vision for a preferred 
future, the vision produces passion and compels people to action (29-50). 
 By providing an appropriate model, transforming leaders not only inspire others 
with a vision of the future, but they are also willing to set the example. Followers often 
look to see if the leader will lead in times of adversity and prosperity alike. 
Transformational leaders model consistent values in crisis and peace. Kouzes and Posner 
identify these “moments of truth” as times that “leaders make intangible values tangible” 
and model espoused values (Leadership Challenge 200-216). Bass adds that 
transformational leaders often model the lives of former leaders as a source of consistent 
behavior (Leadership 170-171). Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Moorman, and Fetter define this 
modeling behavior as “[b]ehavior on the part of the leader that sets an example for 
employees to follow that is consistent with the values the leader espouses” (112). 
 Kouzes and Posner express the view that the “hero” leader that has all the answers 
and solves all problems is often the type of leader that prevents excellence in organization 
(“Seven Lessons” 135). Fostering the acceptance of goals encourages excellence in 
organizations because followers are invited to invest in the success of the organization.  
Transformational leaders realize they are not the lone hero and the relationship between 
the leader and the people they aspire to lead is synergistic. Transformational leaders seek 
ways to create collaborative goals. Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Moorman, and Fetter define 
fostering the acceptance of group goals as: “Behavior on the part of the leader aimed at 
promoting cooperation among employees and getting them to work together toward a 
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common goal” (112). The transforming leader that desires profound change understands 
the difference between compliance and commitment. Profound change does not come 
because followers are coerced into compliance. Transforming change comes when 
followers are voluntarily committed to shaping the future (Senge 13-16).    
 Although Robert J. House writes about charismatic leadership behaviors prior to 
Bass’ discourse on transformational leadership, both leadership styles recognize the 
effectiveness of exhibiting high-performance expectation. House describes the 
charismatic leader as one who is able to “inspire followers to accept and execute the will 
of the leader without … regard to one’s self interest,… able to cause followers to 
accomplish outstanding feats” (189). The leader’s behaviors include the ability articulate 
goals, provide appropriate role modeling, and exhibit an expectation of high performance. 
The leader inspires followers not only by what they say, but through exhibiting 
competence in what they do (194-98). Bass identifies the leader’s ability to make the 
follower go beyond their own self-interests as a characteristic of a transformational 
leader. The ability to go beyond one’s own self-interests was connected to the leader’s 
ability to let employees know what performance areas in which they excelled and what 
areas needed improvement (Leadership and Performance 195-201). Podsakoff, 
MacKenzie, Moorman, and Fetter define high performance expectations as: “Behavior 
that demonstrates the leader’s expectations for excellence, quality, and/or high 
performance on the part of followers” (112). Hybels emphasis on high performance 
expectation is so important that Willow Creek Community Church claims “excellence” as 
one of the “big ten values” their church. He states, “Excellence honors God and inspires 
people” (174). The leader who demonstrates an expectation for excellence creates a 
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powerful climate that inspires followers toward transformation. When describing the 
leader’s role in congregational renewal, Norman Shawchuck and Roger Heuser write:  
  Excellence causes systemic change throughout the entire congregation, not 
  the least of which is that excellence changes people [original emphasis]  
  fully as much as it changes their work. With excellence comes great  
  enthusiasm and commitment among the persons who do the ministry and  
  an increased sense of satisfaction and support among those for whom the  
  ministry is carried on. Excellence is the acid proof of caring. Without  
  caring their can be no commitment to quality. (176) 
  
The transformational leader not only inspires followers by exhibiting high performance 
expectation, but can express support and caring as well. 
 By providing individual support, the transformational leader understands that 
although the organization works together as a team, individual needs of followers must 
not be neglected. Kouzes and Posner refer to the encouraging act of providing support to 
followers as “encouraging the heart” (Leadership Challenge 12). In order for followers to 
keep going, they must have a leader that can show them that they can do more than 
survive; they can prosper (12-13). Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Moorman, and Fetter define 
providing individualized support as “[b]ehavior on the part of the leader that indicates 
that he/she respects followers and is concerned about their personal feelings and needs” 
(112). 
 Providing intellectual stimulation is the last transformational behavior scored on 
the “Leadership Style Self-Assessment Pastor’s Questionnaire” (see Appendix B). 
Leaders who provide intellectual stimulation cause followers to rethink old problems. 
Bass identifies the transformational leadership behavior as “intellectually stimulating” 
when the leader enables followers to rethink their own ideas or to “think about old 
problems in new ways” (Leadership 212-13). Behavior that focuses on compliance rather 
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than commitment rarely harvests the best thinking from followers. The transformational 
leader does not accept organizational culture and norms for defining current reality. The 
transformational leader stimulates followers intellectually by leading them into new ways 
of thinking that were previously off limits or out of bounds. “The transformational leader 
changes include: who rules and by what means; the work-group norms, as well as 
ultimate beliefs about religion, ideology, morality, ethics, space, time, and human nature” 
(24). Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Moorman, and Fetter define intellectual stimulation as 
“[b]ehavior on the part of the leader that challenges followers to re-examine some of their 
assumptions about their work and rethink how in can be performed” (112). 
In the following chapter, I describe the study that drew together the eight types of 
organizational culture within churches and the transactional or transformational 
leadership style of their pastors to discover the relationship among organizational culture, 
leadership style, and worship attendance growth.   
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY 
The purpose of this study was to explore the relationship among organizational 
culture, pastoral leadership style, and worship attendance growth in United Methodist 
churches in rapidly growing suburbs of Atlanta. This purpose was accomplished through 
the assessment of church culture that identified eight types of churches. A researcher-
designed questionnaire with a twenty-eight question self-assessment was utilized to 
identify growth indices. 
Research Questions 
Five primary research questions guided this study. 
Research Question 1 
 What are the primary cultures of the churches studied? 
 A survey tool was created to identify the eight culture types in each of the 
churches. The six types that identified cultural assumptions within the church were 
evangelizing, worshiping, teaching, community building, social consciousness raising, 
and blending church cultures. Two additional types that identified assumptions about the 
nature of God were king and father. 
Research Question 2 
 What are the leadership styles of the pastors of these churches? 
 A self-assessment of twenty-eight questions was given to each pastor. The 
assessment determined if the primary leadership style of the pastor was transformational 
or transactional. 
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Research Question 3 
How are the cultures and pastoral leadership styles of these churches related? 
A primary assumption of this study was that over a period of time churches, with 
one or two dimensions to their culture, will seek leadership that will serve those 
dimensions. Churches with balanced cultures will seek transformational leadership styles. 
Research Question 4 
 How are growth in average worship attendance, church culture, and pastoral 
leadership styles related?  
A primary assumption of this study is that a balanced culture type and 
transformational leadership are two characteristics of churches where the average 
worship attendance grows more rapidly than the population of an area.                
Research Question 5  
What other factors would help explain observed outcomes? 
Population and Sample 
The population for this study included all United Methodist churches in the 
metropolitan Atlanta area. I derived the sample based on the following criteria. First, I 
selected only those counties from the metropolitan Atlanta area that experienced a 
cumulative growth rate of 9 percent or more from 1 January 2001 through 1 July 2005 
(“State and County”). The eight counties identified were Cherokee, Cobb, Clayton, 
Douglas, Fayette, Gwinnett, Henry, and Rockdale counties. Fulton and Dekalb Counties 
were not included because they showed little or no growth during the same time period. 
One hundred and fifty-three United Methodist churches are located within those counties. 
Statistical information concerning worship attendance growth is available for 142 of 
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these churches. Second, I chose only those churches where the pastors had tenure in their 
respective churches for at least five years from 1 July 2001 (Weber, 2002 Journal) to 30 
June  2006 (Weber, 2006 Journal). 
 I chose only those churches where the pastor had served at least five years 
because I wanted a sample where the relationship between pastoral leadership and 
organizational culture would be most dynamic. A total of thirty-five pastors from these 
eight counties had tenure of five years or more. Only Douglas County had no pastors with 
tenure of five years or more. Three of the thirty-five churches where not included in the 
survey due to language barriers with the survey. A total of thirty-two pastors and thirty-
three churches were invited to take part in this questionnaire. One pastor served two 
churches. 
 The members of each church asked to take the questionnaire were from the 
Administrative Board/Council from each church. The Administrative Board/Council is 
required to have at least eleven members including at least one representative from the 
United Methodist Women, United Methodist Men, and United Methodist Youth (Book of 
Discipline 162). Administrative Board/Councils commonly have an equal number of men 
and women. The age of adult Board/Council members customarily reflects the 
demographics of the congregation. Youth and children most often do not represent the 
demographics of the congregation. This group would also be the most likely to represent 
the cultural assumptions of their churches because they are required to be involved in the 
mission and ministry of the congregation (161). 
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Instrumentation 
This project was a criterion-based, descriptive, correlational design study that 
utilized researcher-designed questionnaires to evaluate organizational culture and 
leadership style. The primary instrument used to evaluate organizational culture was an 
online questionnaire made of twenty-five questions administered to Administrative 
Board/Council members. An online questionnaire of twenty-eight questions was given to 
pastors to determine their own leadership style. 
Churches were ordered by the rate of cumulative worship attendance growth in 
relationship to cumulative county population growth over the same five-year period. A 
simple ratio was developed by dividing the percentage of worship attendance growth by 
the percentage of county population growth over the same period of time. This ratio was 
used as a correlate to determine the relationship among growth, leadership styles, and 
church culture. Statistical correlation was determined using a Pearson Product Moment 
correlation. A stepwise multiple-regression was used to correlate which factors could best 
predict worship attendance growth. 
Subsequent analysis used the growth ratio as the dependent variable in a 
regression equation. The dependent variable was used to determine if leadership styles 
could predict worship attendance growth. The dependent variable was also used to 
determine if church culture could predict worship attendance growth.  
Organizational Culture Types 
The literature review helped identify eight types of church cultures. The six types 
that identify a church’s cultural assumptions are evangelizing, worshiping, teaching, 
community building, social consciousness raising, and blending. The two types that 
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identify a church’s cultural understanding of the nature of God are king and father. 
 Four questions were asked for each type of church. One question was directed 
toward basic assumptions about the purpose of the church. One question focused on basic 
assumptions about the role of the pastor. One question focused on the basic assumptions 
of that individual’s role in the church. One question focused on a key artifact in each 
area. Five more questions were asked to determine a primary understanding of the nature 
of God. 
 In Appendix C, questions 1, 11, 16, and 20 were designed to discover the 
artifacts, espoused values, and basic assumptions in evangelizing churches. Questions 16 
and 20, “I think the pastor should always give an altar call,” and, “I believe the purpose 
of the church is to ‘win the lost’, were directed toward basic assumptions about the role 
of the pastor and the role of the church. Question 1, “I know Jesus is the only way to 
heaven,” sought to discover an espoused value. Question 11, “I believe faith sharing is 
most important in my church,” sought to discover the role of the individual. 
 Questions 2, 12, 17, and 19 were designed to discover the artifacts, espoused 
values, and basic assumptions in worshiping churches. Questions 9 and 17, “I feel the 
pastor’s message should be spiritually uplifting,” and, “I can feel God’s presence in 
worship at my church,” were questions directed toward basic assumptions about the role 
of the pastor and the role of the church. Question 2, “I find our worship services 
inspiring,” sought to discover an espoused value. Question 12, “I feel the music in my 
church makes me feel closer to God,” sought to discover the role of the individual. 
 Questions 3, 13, 18, and 8 were designed to discover the artifacts, espoused 
values, and basic assumptions in teaching churches. Questions 18 and 3, “I think the 
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pastor’s message should teach Bible truths,” and, “I think Bible study is most important 
in my church,” were questions directed toward basic assumptions about the role of the 
pastor and the role of the church. Question 8, “I believe verse-by-verse teaching is 
important in my church,” sought to discover an espoused value. Question 13, “I think my 
church offers adequate opportunities for learning God’s Word,” sought to discover the 
role of the individual. 
 Questions 4, 14, 19, and 7 were designed to discover the artifacts, espoused 
values, and basic assumptions in community building churches. Questions 7 and 14, “I 
believe the pastor should visit the people,” and, “I believe the purpose of the church 
should be to make a close community,” were questions directed toward basic 
assumptions about the role of the pastor and the role of the church. Question 4, “I feel our 
church is a caring fellowship,” sought to discover an espoused value. Question 19, “I feel 
fellowship is most important to me,” sought to discover the role of the individual. 
 Questions 5, 15, 10, and 6 were designed to discover the artifacts, espoused 
values, and basic assumptions in social consciousness raising churches. Questions 5 and 
15, “I like our pastor to take a stand on issues,” and, “I feel the purpose of the church is to 
help the poor,” were questions directed toward basic assumptions about the role of the 
pastor and the role of the church. Question 6, “I think our church reaches out to the 
needy,” sought to discover an espoused value. Question 10, “I feel social issues are 
important in my church,” sought to discover the role of the individual. 
 Questions 21, 23, 25, 27, and 29 were designed to discover beliefs in king 
churches. Question 21, “I often think of God as my King,” was direct in asking a basic 
assumption about the nature of God. Question 23, “I believe we are all God’s subjects 
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under divine sovereignty,” was designed to discover an assumption about how humans 
are to relate to God. Question 25, “I feel good knowing God’s law demands justice,” is 
designed to discover a basic assumption about God’s disposition toward humans. 
Question 27, “I know after we die, we receive judgment,” was designed to discover a 
basic assumption about the afterlife. Question 29, “I feel all Christians are fellow 
servants,” was designed to discover a basic assumption about how humans are to relate to 
one another. 
 Questions 22, 24, 26, 28, and 30 were designed to discover beliefs in father 
churches. Question 22, “I feel most comfortable thinking of God as Father,” was direct in 
asking a basic assumption about the nature of God. Question 24, “I feel good knowing we 
are all God’s children in his household,” was designed to discover an assumption about 
how humans are to relate to God. Question 26, “I feel good knowing God loves me,” was 
designed to discover a basic assumption about God’s disposition toward humans. 
Question 28, “I believe God came that we might receive salvation,” was designed to 
discover a basic assumption about the afterlife. Question 30, “I know all Christians are 
brothers and sisters,” was designed to discover a basic assumption about how humans are 
to relate to one another. 
Leadership Styles 
 Based on the literature review, two types of leadership styles were identified. 
These types were transformational and transactional. 
 Six basic dimensions of the transformational leader are profiled by this self- 
assessment. Providing an articulate vision, providing an appropriate model, fostering 
acceptance of goals, exhibiting high-performance expectation, providing individual 
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support, and providing intellectual stimulation are the six transformational factors. The 
seventh leadership dimension profiled in this questionnaire reflected behavior oriented 
toward giving something to followers in exchange for something expected by the leader. 
This seventh leadership dimension profiled is transactional leadership style. This 
instrument was developed by Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Moorman, and Fetter. 
Data Collection 
 Each county in the study was identified with a letter and each church within that 
county was identified with a number. The letter-number code was used to identify each 
pastor and church that participated in the online questionnaire. 
 I contacted each church through the pastor to invite them to take part in this study. 
The Phone Transcript for Invitation to Participants is found in Appendix D. If the pastor 
agreed to take part in the questionnaire, I then requested an e-mail address at which he or 
she would most prefer to receive the Web link to the questionnaire. I explained I would 
send two separate e-mails labeled Administrative Board/Council Questionnaire and 
Pastor’s Questionnaire (see Appendixes A and B). The Administrative Board/Council 
Questionnaire e-mail was a cover letter from the pastor that could be personalized and 
forwarded by e-mail to each Administrative Board/Council member in each pastor’s 
church. It contained the Web link and access code to the online questionnaire. The 
Pastor’s Online Questionnaire Cover Letter can be found in Appendix F and the 
Administrative Board/Council Online Questionnaire Cover Letter can be found in 
Appendix G.  Three churches did not use e-mail to communicate with their 
Administrative Board/Council and requested paper questionnaires. I sent the number of 
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questionnaires needed with a self-addressed, postage-paid return envelope. None of these 
churches responded to the questionnaire. 
The total number of respondents was 238. Of that number, twenty-four pastors 
and 214 Administrative Board/Council members from sixteen churches in seven counties 
participated. Four churches completed less than four questionnaires and were not used in 
the study. Four pastors completed the survey, but their churches did not. I collected 
twelve complete surveys from pastors and churches. Surveys were completed and 
collected through SurveyMonkey.com. The members of my Research Reflection Team 
analyzed data from these questionnaires. A matrix was developed to discern the data. 
Data Analysis 
I determined correlations with Pearson Correlation analysis. I then developed a 
correlation matrix. I did follow-up analysis using the growth ratio as the dependent 
variable and used leadership behaviors as independent variables. In a separate linear 
regression analysis, I used church culture scores as independent variables to predict the 
dependent variable of the growth ratio. I then concluded analysis with stepwise 
regression to determine which transformational factors can predict worship attendance 
growth and the predictive ability of those factors. 
Variables 
 The primary variable of this research project was growth. Growth was 
operationalized into two subsets. These subsets included population growth within a 
county from 1 January 2001 through 1 July 2005 and worship attendance growth within a 
congregation from 1 January 2001 through 31 December 2005. 
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 The length of pastoral tenure was another variable considered within this study. 
Only those pastors who had tenure within their current appointments for five years were 
considered. Tenure was calculated from July 2001 to July 2006. Organizational culture, 
pastoral leadership style, worship attendance growth, United Methodist churches, and 
rapidly growing suburbs were variables. 
 Variables that may have affected the outcome of this study include the following 
contextual factors: political systems, diversity of population, educational system, number 
of megachurches in the area, time alternatives during worship times, worship style, ethnic 
differences, age of the organization, and mean age of the people within the congregation.  
Generalizability 
 This study was delimited to include only rapidly growing United Methodist 
churches in the metropolitan Atlanta area. The purpose of this study was to explore 
relationships among organizational culture, leadership style, and worship attendance 
growth. The findings in this study could reasonably apply to all United Methodist 
churches in other rapidly growing areas. Findings may be applicable to comparable 
denominations with a similar theology. Results of the study are summarized in Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 
FINDINGS 
 
 This project was a criterion-based, descriptive, correlational design study that 
utilized researcher-designed questionnaires to evaluate organizational culture and 
leadership style. These findings were then compared to cumulative worship attendance 
growth or decline over a five year period. Worship attendance growth or decline was then 
compared to county population growth during the same period of time in the county in 
which the church was located. 
 Five primary research questions guided this study: What are the primary cultures 
of the churches studied? What are the leadership styles of the pastors of these churches? 
How are the cultures and pastoral leadership styles of churches related? How are growth 
in average worship attendance, church culture, and pastoral leadership styles related? 
What other factors would help explain observed outcomes? 
Response Rate 
 The population for this study included all United Methodist churches in the eight 
fastest growing metro Atlanta counties whose pastors had tenure of five years or more. 
Thirty-five pastors were initially eligible to take part in the survey. Three churches did 
not participate due to a language barrier with the questionnaire. Thirty-two pastors in 
thirty-three churches were contacted to take part in this study. Twenty-three pastors (71.8 
percent) and twelve churches completed the online surveys (37.5 percent). Only the 
twelve pastor’s whose Administrative Board/Council also completed the questionnaire 
were included. Two hundred fourteen board members responded to the Administrative 
Board/Council Questionnaire from sixteen churches. Four churches had three or fewer 
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respondents and those seven surveys were not used. Seven other surveys contained the 
wrong code. 
 Table 4.1 indicates twenty-three pastors completed the questionnaire. Twelve 
Administrative Board/Council questionnaires were returned complete, while four were 
incomplete. Twelve churches completed both the Pastor’s Questionnaire and 
corresponding Administrative Board/Council Questionnaires. Eleven pastors without 
congregations were discarded from the study. Three churches from Cherokee County 
completed both questionnaires. Five Churches from Cobb County completed both 
questionnaires. Fayette, Rockdale, Gwinnett, and Clayton counties each had one church 
that completed both questionnaires. Henry County was the only county with no 
completed questionnaires. 
County Code: 
1 Cherokee 
2 Cobb 
3 Fayette 
4 Rockdale 
5 Henry 
6 Gwinnett 
7 Douglas – no pastors with five year tenure 
8 Clayton 
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Table 4.1. Total Responses 
Church-County Code Pastors Board/Councils Both 
A-1 X   
D-1 X X X 
E-1 X   
G-1 X X X 
H-1 X X X 
A-2 X X X 
B-2 X X X 
C-2 X X X 
D-2    
E-2 X Incomplete  
F-2 X X X 
G-2 X   
I-2 X   
K-2 X X X 
A-3    
E-3 X X X 
J-4 X X X 
B-5 X Incomplete  
E-5    
G-5    
A-6 X Incomplete  
B-6 
C-6 
   
D-6 X Incomplete  
E-6    
F-6 X   
G-6 X   
H-6    
I-6 X X X 
J-6 X   
C-8    
B-8    
L-8 X X X 
Total 23 12 12 
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 The smallest survey sample from a church included six respondents from an 
Administrative Board/Council whose church averages ninety-five in worship. The largest 
response included fifty-one respondents from an Administrative Board/Council whose 
church averages 2,900 in worship (see Table 4.2). 
 
Table 4.2. Administrative Board/Council Response Rate 
Church-County Code Survey Respondents 
(N=200) 
N 
A-2 17 
B-2 18 
C-2 51 
D-1  7 
E-3 13 
F-2  6 
G-1  7 
H-1 17 
I-6 24 
J-4  9 
K-2 16 
L-8 15 
 
 
Mean Worship Attendance 
 A total of thirty-three pastors were contacted to take part in the online survey. 
Twenty-three pastors completed the Leadership Style Self-Assessment Questionnaire. 
Four pastors completed questionnaires, but their Administrative Board/ Council 
completed less than four questionnaires. These questionnaires were considered 
incomplete. A total of seventeen Administrative Board/Councils did not respond to the 
questionnaire at all. Twelve pastors and their corresponding Administrative Board/ 
Councils completed the questionnaires (see Table 4.3). 
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Table 4.3. Pastor’s Response Rate 
Response N % 
Returned 23 71 
No response 10 31 
Total 32 100 
 
 
 
Church Culture Characteristics 
 
 The primary cultures identified were (1) evangelizing, (2) worshiping, (3) 
teaching, (4) community building, and (5) social consciousness raising. Those churches 
that had an average score of four or higher in three or more of these cultures was 
designated a (6) blending culture. Two additional cultural types were identified to discern 
a cultural understanding of the nature of God. These two types were (7) king and (8) 
father churches. All eight types were scored on a five-point Likert scale. A score of 4.0 or 
greater shows a strong culture characteristic as perceived by the Administrative Board/ 
Council (see Table 4.4). 
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Table 4.4. Church Culture Scores 
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A-2 4.4 4.2 3.9 4.0 3.7 Y 4.2 4.6 
B-2 4.0 4.3 3.9 4.0 3.6 Y 4.1 4.6 
C-2 4.0 4.4 4.0 4.1 4.1 Y 4.3 4.6 
D-1 4.3 4.4 4.0 4.1 3.7 Y 4.0 4.5 
E-3 3.6 4.3 4.3 4.4 3.7 Y 4.3 4.8 
F-2 4.1 4.3 3.7 3.9 3.5 Y 4.0 4.6 
G-1 4.3 4.5 4.2 3.8 3.9 Y 4.1 4.7 
H-1 3.5 4.2 3.4 4.1 3.8 N 3.9 4.3 
I-6 4.2 4.3 4.2 3.9 4.2 Y 4.2 4.7 
J-4 4.0 4.1 3.7 4.0 3.4 Y 4.4 4.6 
K-2 4.3 4.3 4.2 3.6 3.8 Y 4.3 4.6 
L-8 3.8 4.3 3.9 4.3 4.0 Y 4.3 4.6 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The three most striking similarities that table 4.4 expresses are (1) all churches 
scored higher in their understanding of God as Father rather than God as King; (2) all but 
two churches scored “blending culture” because they scored strengths in three or more 
areas; and (3) All churches scored strength as a “worshiping” culture. 
Leadership Style of Pastors 
 The leadership style of pastors was scored over twenty-eight questions on a 
seven-point Likert scale. The first twenty-three questions scored behavioral orientation 
characteristics of a transformational leader. The transformational leader questions were 
broken down as follows: Questions 1-5 scored providing an articulate vision, 6-8 
providing an appropriate model, 9-12 fostering acceptance of goals, 13-15 exhibiting 
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high performance expectation, 16-19 providing individual support, and 20-23 providing 
intellectual stimulation. Questions 23-28 scored behavioral orientation characteristics of a 
transactional leader. A score of 5.5 and greater reflects a relatively high behavioral 
orientation characteristic (see Table 4.5). Only three pastors scored high transformational 
leadership behaviors although all pastors exhibited two or more transformational 
characteristics. One pastor scored high transactional leadership 
 
 
Table 4.5. Leadership Style Scores 
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6-8 9-12 13-15 16-19 20-23   
A-2 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 4.0 6.0 5.6 5.0 
B-2 6.8 6.0 6.0 6.0 4.0 5.0 5.6 4.6 
C-2 5.4 4.6 6.0 6.0 4.7 5.0 5.3 4.8 
D-1 5.8 6.0 5.0 4.3 5.7 4.5 4.9 5.0 
E-3 5.6 5.3 6.5 4.3 5.0 4.7 5.3 5.0 
F-2 6.0 6.0 5.7 6.0 3.2 5.5 5.3 6.0 
G-1 5.8 5.6 5.5 5.0 3.2 5.5 5.1 4.0 
H-1 5.0 6.3 6.5 6.0 3.7 5.2 5.3 4.6 
I-6 5.8 7.0 6.8 5.0 3.8 5.0 5.5 4.6 
J-4 4.6 6.0 6.0 4.0 5.7 7.0 5.0 5.4 
K-2 5.2 5.6 5.5 3.6 4.0 5.2 4.7 4.4 
L-8 4.6 6.0 5.7 4.3 3.5 4.5 4.3 5.0 
 
Legend: 
Score ≥ 5.5 high behavioral orientation  
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Relationship between Culture and Leadership Style 
 Table 4.6 shows a significant relationship between king and father churches and 
the pastor’s transactional leadership style. A correlation of .180 or 3.2 percent exists 
between transactional leadership style and king churches. A significant correlation of 
.164 or 2.7 percent exists between transactional style and father cultures. No significant 
relationship exists between transactional leadership style and any other culture types. No 
significant relationship exists between transformational leadership style and any church 
culture type. Significant correlation exists among all culture types with only two 
exceptions. No significant correlation exists between father and social consciousness 
raising cultures and no significant correlation exists between community building and 
evangelizing church cultures.  
 
 
Table 4.6 Statistical Relationship between Culture and Leadership Style 
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Transformational         
Transactional  -.071        
Evangelizing   .098   .097       
Worshiping  -.029  -.032 .293**      
Teaching  -.053   .013 .475** .493**     
Community Building  -.061   .129 .120 .263** .243**    
Social Consciousness  -.014  -.128 .223** .355** .413** .346**   
King  -.069   .180* .353** .169* .372** .272** .267**  
Father   .051   .164* .394** .321** .409** .207** .101 .573** 
 
*. Correlation is significant at the .05 level 
**. Correlation is significant at the .01 level 
r = correlation +1 or -1 best near 0 none 
r2 = area of determination 
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Worship Attendance Growth Ratios 
 Table 4.7 shows three churches had worship attendance that grew faster than the 
population growth of the county in which they were located. Six churches had worship 
attendance that grew slower than the population of the county in which they were located. 
Three churches declined in worship attendance while the population grew within the 
county in which they were located. Worship attendance in the faster growing church 
ranged from 244 in worship to 2900 in worship. Growth ratios in this group ranged from 
1.35 to 3.16. Worship in the slower growing churches ranged from 95 to 1245 average 
worship attendance. Growth ratios in this group ranged from .17 to .76. Worship 
attendance in the declining churches ranged from 193 in worship to 944 in worship. 
Growth ratios in this group ranged from -1.13 to -.56. 
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Table 4.7. Growth Ratio between Worship Attendance Growth and County   
       Population Growth 
 
Church-
County Code 
County 
Growth 
% 
Worship 
Growth 
% 
Avg. Worship Attendance Growth Ratio 
 Faster:     
A-2 9.2 +29.1   244  3.16 
B-2 9.2 +13.8 1309   1.50 
C-2 9.2 +12.4 2900  1.35 
Slower:     
D-1 29.8 +22.6   144    .76 
E-3 14.2 +7.7   588    .54 
F-2 9.2 +4.3     95    .47 
G-1 29.8 +7.8   538    .26 
H-1 29.8 +4.1   125    .14 
I-6 23.4 +3.9 1245    .17 
Declining:     
J-4 12.0 -6.7    193   -.56 
K-2 9.2 -15.7    944 -1.71 
L-8 13.2 -14.9    147 -1.13 
 
Growth Ratio=Percent of Worship Attendance Growth/Percent of County Population Growth 
 
County Growth: 
1 Cherokee 29.8% 
2 Cobb  9.2% 
3 Fayette 14.2% 
4 Rockdale 12.0% 
6 Gwinnett 23.4% 
8 Clayton 13.2% 
 
 
 
Relationship among Culture, Leadership Style, and Worship Attendance 
 Table 4.8 shows that the three churches, where worship attendance grew faster 
than the population growth, were churches where the pastors scored high in 
transformational behaviors. The behaviors that were highest among these pastors were 
providing articulate vision, fostering acceptance of goals, and exhibiting high 
performance expectation. Providing articulate vision and exhibiting high performance 
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expectation were the behaviors that scored lowest among the pastors in the declining 
churches. 
 
 
Table 4.8. Relationship among Culture, Leadership Style, and Worship Attendance 
 
Church- 
County 
Code 
County 
Growth 
     % 
Worship 
Growth 
      % 
Culture TF TA AV AM FA HE IS Int. S 
 Faster:            
A-2 9.2 +29.1 E,W,C 5.6 5.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 4.0 6.0 
B-2 9.2 +13.8 E,W,C 5.6 4.6 6.8 6.0 6.0 6.0 4.0 5.0 
C-2 9.2 +12.4 E,W,T,C,S 5.3 4.8 5.4 4.6 6.0 6.0 4.7 5.0 
Slower:            
D-1 29.8 +22.6 E,W,T,C 4.9 5.0 5.8 6.0 5.0 4.3 5.7 4.5 
E-3 14.2 +7.7 W,T,C 5.3 5.0 5.6 5.3 6.5 4.3 5.0 4.7 
F-2 9.2 +4.3 E,W 5.3 6.0 6.0 6.0 5.7 6.0 3.2 5.7 
G-1 29.8 +7.8 E,W,T 5.1 4.0 5.8 5.6 5.5 5.0 3.2 5.5 
H-1 29.8 +4.1 W,C 5.3 4.6 5.0 6.3 6.5 6.0 3.7 5.2 
I-6 23.4 +3.9 E,W,T,S 5.5 4.6 5.8 7.0 6.8 5.0 3.8 5.0 
Declining:            
J-4 12.0 -6.7 E,W,C 5.0 5.4 4.6 6.0 6.0 4.0 5.7 7.0 
K-2 9.2 -15.7 E,W,T 4.7 4.4 5.2 5.6 5.5 3.6 4.0 5.2 
L-8 13.2 -14.9 W,C,S 4.5 5.0 4.6 6.0 5.7 4.3 3.5 4.5 
 
Leadership: 
TF – Transformational 
TA - Transactional 
AV – Providing an Articulate Vision 
AM – Providing an Appropriate Model 
FA – Fostering Acceptance of Goals 
HE – Exhibiting High Performance Expectation 
IS – Providing Individual Support 
Int. S – Providing Intellectual Stimulation 
Culture: 
E – Evangelizing 
W – Worshiping 
T – Teaching 
C – Community Building 
S – Social Consciousness Raising 
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Correlational Relationship among Growth Ratio,  
Church Culture, and Leadership Style 
 Several transformational factors correlated positively with worship attendance 
growth. Worship attendance growth had the highest correlation with exhibiting high 
performance expectation (.780 or 60.8 percent), providing intellectual stimulation (.703 
or 49.4 percent), providing an articulate vision (.273 or 34.9 percent), and providing 
individual support (.363 or 13.1 percent). Providing an appropriate model had a 
significant negative correlation with worship attendance growth of -.273 or -7.5 percent. 
Transformational leadership had a high correlate of .760 or 57.8 percent with worship 
attendance growth. Transactional leadership had a relatively low significant correlate 
with worship attendance growth of (.110 or 1.2 percent). No factors from the Church 
Culture Questionnaire indicated a significant correlate with worship attendance growth. 
 Providing an articulate vision had a positive correlate with exhibiting high 
performance expectation at .412 or 16.9 percent. Providing an articulate vision had a 
significant correlate with providing intellectual stimulation at .435 or 18.9 percent. 
Providing an articulate vision was the only leadership component that had a significant 
positive correlate with a church culture component. It had a significant correlation with 
evangelizing culture .226 or 5.1 percent.  
 Three leadership styles had significant negative correlates with church culture. 
Providing an appropriate model had a significant negative correlation with social 
consciousness raising of -.140 or -1.9 percent. Exhibiting high performance expectation 
had a significant negative correlation with teaching culture of -.174 or -3 percent. 
Providing intellectual stimulation had a significant negative correlation with teaching 
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culture of -.143 or -2 percent. Transactional leadership had significant positive 
correlation with king (.180 or 3 percent) and father (.164 or 2.7 percent) culture. 
 Five of the six components that make up transformational leadership had a 
significant correlation with transformational leadership. Providing an appropriate model 
did not have a significant relationship with transformational leadership. Almost all of the 
culture types had significant correlation with each other. Evangelizing and community 
building cultures did not have a significant correlation and social consciousness raising 
and father cultures did not have a significant correlation (see Table 4.9). 
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Table 4.9. Correlational Relationship among Growth Ratio, Church Culture, and    
       Leadership Style using Pearson Product Moment 
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AV .591 
** 
              
AM  -.273 
** 
.149 
** 
             
FA .037 .107 .560 
** 
            
HE .780 
** 
.412 
** 
-.276 
** 
.119            
IS .363 
** 
-.015 -.795 
** 
-.115 .177 
* 
          
Int. S .703 
** 
.435 
** 
.040 .256 
** 
.581 
** 
.074          
TF .760 
** 
.715 
** 
.067 .491 
** 
.687 
** 
.239 
** 
.806 
** 
        
TA .175 
* 
.037 -.195 
** 
-.196 
** 
-.130 .239 
** 
.001 -.071        
E .100 .226 
** 
.053 -.094 -.076 -.026 .119 .098 .097       
W .036 .034 -.138 -.132 .018 .109 -.082 -.029 -.032 .293 
** 
     
T -.074 .053 -.057 -.032 -.174 
* 
.092 -.143 
* 
-.053 .013 .475 
** 
.493 
** 
    
C .057 -.119 -.086 .076 .034 .137 -.112 -.061 .129 .120 .263 
** 
.243 
** 
   
S .002 -.078 -.140 
* 
.008 .085 .108 -.116 -.014 -.128 .223 
** 
.355 
** 
.413 
** 
.346 
** 
  
K .022 -.088 -.115 -.036 -.111 .137 -.061 -.069 .180 
* 
.353 
** 
.169 .372 
** 
.272 
** 
.267 
** 
 
F .110 .106 -.075 -.001 -.019 .106 .000 .051 .164 
* 
.394 
** 
.321 
** 
.409 
** 
.207 
** 
.101 .573 
** 
 
**.  Correlation is significant at the .01 level 
*.  Correlation is significant at the .05 level 
 
Growth Ratio=Percent of Worship Attendance Growth/Percent of County Population Growth 
 
Leadership: 
TF – Transformational 
TA - Transactional 
AV – Providing an Articulate Vision 
AM – Providing an Appropriate Model 
FA – Fostering Acceptance of Goals 
 
HE – Exhibiting High Performance Expectation 
IS – Providing Individual Support 
Int. S – Providing Intellectual Stimulation 
 
 
 
Culture: 
E – Evangelizing 
W – Worshiping 
T – Teaching 
C – Community Building 
S – Social Consciousness Raising 
K – King 
F – Father 
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Linear Regression Analysis 
 A linear regression was conducted using the seven church cultures to see if 
growth ratio could be predicted. The dependent variable was growth ratio and the 
independent variables were the mean scores for the seven church culture types 
(evangelizing, worshiping, teaching community building, social consciousness raising, 
king, and father). The regression was R=.247 using the mean scores for evangelizing, 
worshiping, teaching, community building, social consciousness raising, king, and father. 
Very poor predictive ability accounting for only approximately 6 percent of variance was 
discovered. 
 A linear stepwise regression was conducted using the six transformational 
leadership factors and transactional leadership to see if growth ratio could be predicted 
(Appendix H). The dependent variable was growth ratio and the independent variables 
were the mean scores for the six transformational factors (providing an articulate vision, 
providing an appropriate model, fostering acceptance of goals, exhibiting high 
performance expectation, providing individual support, providing intellectual 
stimulation) and transactional leadership. The regression was R=.715 using the mean 
scores for providing an articulate vision, provide an appropriate model, fostering 
acceptance of goals, exhibiting high performance expectation, providing individual 
support, providing intellectual stimulation, and transactional leadership (see Table 4.10). 
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Table 4.10. Relationship between Growth Ratio and Leadership Style using Linear    
         Stepwise Regression 
  
 
 
 Growth 
Ratio 
Articulate 
Vision 
Appropriate 
Model 
Foster 
Acceptance 
High 
Performance 
Expectation 
Individual 
Support 
Intellectual 
Stimulation 
Articulate 
Vision 
  .651       
Appropriate 
Model 
-.117  .069      
Foster 
Acceptance 
  .098 -.029  .378     
High 
Expectation 
  .715  .522 -.007  .248    
Individual 
Support 
  .219 -.057 -.540  .143 -.184   
Intellectual 
Stimulation 
  .625  .373  .075  .236   .563 -.080  
Transactional 
Leadership 
  .110  .031 -.103 -.118 -.069 -.142 .058 
 
Growth Ratio=Percent of Worship Attendance Growth/Percent of County Population Growth 
 
 
 
 This regression analysis shows exhibiting high performance expectation is the 
highest predictor for worship attendance growth at .715 or 51.1 percent followed by 
providing an articulate vision (.651 or 42.4 percent) and providing intellectual stimulation 
(.625 or 39 percent). Transactional leadership provides very poor predictive ability for 
growth. 
 As a follow-up analysis, another linear regression was conducted (see Appendix 
I). All other transformational factors and transactional leadership scores were forced into 
the equation to determine how much more they could add to the regression coefficient 
from the stepwise analysis. The regression coefficient was .910, which predicts 82.8 
percent of the growth ratio variance. Transactional leadership scores accounted for less 
than .001 percent of variance.  
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Other Factors to Explain Outcomes 
 One factor that may have influenced outcomes was the lack of ethnic and racial 
diversity. All of the churches that participated in this study had similar ethnic and racial 
backgrounds. No predominantly African-American, Latino, or Asian churches 
participated in the study. Socioeconomic backgrounds were diverse. The size of 
participating congregations was diverse. All of the churches in this study had at least one 
megachurch in close proximity. Another factor that may have influenced outcomes is that 
all of the pastoral leaders were male although all of the Administrative Board/Council 
members were adult males and females of a variety of ages. 
Major Findings 
 In this study I expected to find a relationship among organizational culture, 
pastoral leadership style, and worship attendance growth in United Methodist churches in 
rapidly growing suburbs of Atlanta. After surveying United Methodist Administrative 
Board/Council members and pastors of churches in the most rapidly growing suburbs of 
metro Atlanta, my major findings are as follows: 
 1. Little to no significant correlation exists between church cultures and 
transformational/transactional leadership style. 
 2. No correlation exists between church cultures and worship attendance growth. 
 3. Very little significant correlation exists between transactional leadership style 
and worship attendance growth (.175). 
 4. Significantly high correlation exists between transformational leadership style 
and worship attendance growth (.760). 
 5. Exhibiting high performance expectation is a significant predictor of worship 
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attendance/population growth ratio at 51.1 percent. 
 6. Providing an articulate vision, providing an appropriate model, fostering 
acceptance of goals, exhibiting high performance expectation, providing individual 
support, and providing intellectual stimulation has a predictive ability of 82.8 percent of 
the worship attendance/population growth ratio.  
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CHAPTER 5 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
The purpose of this study was to explore the relationship among organizational 
culture, pastoral leadership style, and worship attendance growth in United Methodist 
churches in rapidly growing suburbs of Atlanta, Georgia.  
Evaluation of Culture Data 
The king and father culture scores were high in all churches. Only one church 
scored a mean score below 4.0 with a 3.9. I think these scores may have reflected the 
theology of the United Methodist denomination.  
The mean scores for worshiping culture were high in all churches. Worshiping 
culture scored high even in the churches that were declining in the midst of rapid 
population growth. Initially, I was surprised that worshiping culture scored high in every 
church. Because the questionnaires were taken from Administrative Board/Council 
members, I should have expected this group of leaders to score worshiping culture as 
strong or they would have found another church or another pastor.  The relationship 
among culture types was strong. Twenty-one possible correlations were possible and only 
two scores did not correlate significantly with each other. Evangelizing and community 
building did not correlate significantly with each other, and social consciousness raising 
and father church type did not correlate significantly with each other. I expected 
evangelizing and community building would not correlate. An evangelizing culture has a 
predominant external focus and a community building culture has an internal focus. I 
think these correlations show that each of the other cultural types build upon one another. 
None of the church culture types showed a correlation with leadership style or 
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worship attendance growth. I expected correlation between worship attendance growth 
and the cultural types able to balance internal integration and external adaptation. I 
specifically expected a relationship among evangelizing culture, community building 
culture, and worship attendance growth. This study shows that churches do not 
necessarily experience worship attendance growth relative to population growth because 
the church cultures are balanced. Warren specifically writes about these factors as being 
part of a healthy and growing church. He states, “There is no single key to church health 
and church growth; there are many keys.… [T]hat’s why balance is so important. I tell 
my staff that the ninth Beatitude is “Blessed are the balanced; for they shall outlast 
everyone else” (128). These findings do not dismiss the importance of evangelizing, 
worshiping, teaching, community building, and social consciousness raising for church 
health, integrity, and the reconciling mission of God through the Church. This study does 
find that worship attendance growth does not correlate with these aspects. These findings 
are shared by Scott B. McKee (103) and Peter L. Steinke (ix). 
Evaluation of Leadership Data 
 Elmer Towns and Warren Bird write, “Ministry in the third millennium requires 
the ability to respond to a rapidly changing world, where the church is quick to be 
sidelined or marginalized. Effective ministry today demands leadership skill” (191). The 
findings of this study found that to be a true statement and the data also points to specific 
leadership styles that correlate with worship attendance growth and leadership style that 
does not correlate with worship attendance growth.  
 The data of this study finds that transactional leadership style had little significant 
correlation to worship attendance growth. This finding is in contrast to Willimon when he 
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writes, “Recently, the best research and theory on leadership has stressed the 
transactional nature of leadership” (278). Many other writers (Bass; Boal and Bryson; 
Herrington, Bonem and  Furr; Pierce and Newstrom; Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Moorman, 
and Fetter) stress the transformational nature of leadership. This study found that 
transformational leadership had a high correlation with worship attendance growth. 
Providing an articulate vision, providing an appropriate model, exhibiting high 
performance expectation, and providing individual support all had significant correlation 
with worship attendance growth. Together they shared a 58 percent correlation with 
worship attendance growth and showed a predictive ability of 82.2 percent to the growth 
ratio. Intellectual stimulation had a correlate of 49 percent with the growth ratio. 
  Exhibiting high performance expectation is behavior that expresses a desire and 
expectation for excellence, quality, and competence. Many writers express the 
importance of high performance expectation (Bass; House; Hybels; Podsakoff, 
MacKenzie, Moorman, and Fetter; Shawchuck and Heuser; Tichy). The finding that this 
behavior is important is not unexpected. The degree to which exhibiting high 
performance expectation correlated with the growth ratio (.780) was much higher than I 
expected. Exhibiting high performance expectation had a 51 percent predictive ability for 
worship attendance growth. Providing an articulate vision, providing an appropriate 
model, fostering acceptance of goals, providing individual support, and providing 
intellectual stimulation together added 31 percent more predictive ability to the growth 
ratio, but exhibiting high performance expectation was the leading predictor for worship 
attendance growth.  
 I believe many gifted pastors and laypeople with integrity are seeking to take part 
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in God’s mission to reconcile the world to God but are limiting their outreach by low 
expectations. In turn pastors with little integrity, but high performance expectation are 
experiencing growth in worship attendance. Many writers place much greater importance 
on providing an articulate vision (Hybels; Shawchuck and Heuser; Warren; Weems) 
rather than on exhibiting high performance expectation. I think those who are closest to 
the leadership in a church would know and appreciate the power of articulate vision, but 
the average service attendee would initially become engaged by the quality of what they 
see and hear before they become engaged by the content of the church’s vision. When the 
artifacts of what they see and hear express excellence and caring, they are more likely to 
receive the content of the vision.  
 The degree to which Hybels and Warren stress the importance of vision may not 
have fully captured what is going on in their own leadership paradigm. Vision is 
important, but the leadership behavior that most correlates with worship attendance is 
exhibiting high performance expectation. Hybels and Warren express excellence, quality, 
and competence in all areas. Exhibiting high performance expectation is most likely 
driving the phenomenal worship attendance growth within their respective churches. 
 Providing intellectual stimulation had the second highest correlation with worship 
attendance growth. Intellectual stimulation is the leader’s ability to help others look at old 
problems in a new way. It is the ability to help followers rethink the current reality. The 
leader who has the ability to help others see reality in a different way is the leader who 
has the ability to attract others into that reality. Providing intellectual stimulation had a 
33.7 percent correlation with exhibiting high performance expectation and an 18.9 
percent correlation with providing an articulate vision. These correlations tell me that 
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excellence has a stronger appeal to draw followers into a new reality than vision does. 
People are likely more engaged by quality than by content. 
Implications of the Findings 
 The major implication of the findings of this study would be to alter the 
perspective that the primary leadership style for churches to reach lost people is initially 
through providing an articulate vision. Providing an articulate vision is not unimportant, 
but this study shows that exhibiting high performance expectation directly correlates to 
worship attendance growth. Pastors and churches have a greater opportunity to reach the 
lost if excellence, quality, and competence are a part of the standard operating procedure 
for churches. A high standard of excellence does not mean churches need to focus only 
on style and not substance. A high standard of excellence does mean that style matters if 
leaders want to reach followers. 
 I think another implication may be that often people follow the quality of content 
and not only content. Perception is not the same as reality, but people make decisions on 
worship attendance based on the perception of the quality, excellence, and competence 
they experience. People need more than information; they need inspiration of content and 
quality. 
 Another implication is that attracting followers is possible but does not guarantee 
the integrity of the pastor or the church culture. The fact that church health and growth do 
not necessarily coincide can provide motivation for the pastor to continue to seek ways to 
bring health to the congregation even while experiencing numeric growth. The fact that 
church health and growth do not necessarily coincide can provide motivation for the 
pastor to exhibit high performance expectation while the church is not experiencing 
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attendance growth. The discovery that worship attendance correlates with high 
performance expectation is a sign of hope. I believe pastors and churches with a desire to 
become mission outposts in their communities can learn to be committed to excellence, 
quality, and competence. 
Possible Contributions to Research Methodology 
 I think one contribution this paper offers to research methodology is that it took 
into consideration the ratio of worship attendance growth churches have in relationship to 
the population growth in the surrounding area. Worship attendance growth in a declining 
area reveals something different from worship attendance growth in a rapidly growing 
area.  
 Both of the questionnaires I used were done online through SurveyMonkey.com. I 
received a very good response rate. I could check the surveys as they came in and the 
electronic surveys were easy to correlate churches with their pastors. 
 Another contribution to methodology is an equation that should be able to use the 
Leadership Style Self-Assessment Pastor’s Questionnaire (see Appendix B) to predict 
82.8 percent of the growth ratio variance for pastors and congregations. As a follow-up 
analysis, I used a linear regression that forced all other transformational factors and 
transactional leadership scores into the equation to determine how much more they could 
add to the regression coefficient from the stepwise analysis (see Appendix I). The 
regression coefficient was .910, which predicts 82.8 percent of the growth ratio variance 
(see Appendix J). This formula has 82.8 percent worship attendance/population growth 
predictability. 
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Unexpected Conclusions 
 The most unexpected conclusion for me was that I thought balanced culture types 
would have a significant relationship to worship attendance growth. I expected that 
pastoral leadership would play a mutually supporting role along with the culture of the 
church to ensure worship attendance growth. The leadership styles and church culture 
types I chose did not correlate. Exhibiting high performance expectation had the highest 
correlation to worship attendance growth. I expected transformational leadership would 
correlate with worship attendance growth, and it did. I did not expect that exhibiting high 
performance expectation would be the leading correlate among the transformational 
factors. I expected that providing an articulate vision would be the dominant factor 
pushing worship attendance growth and all other factors would be subordinate to it. 
Providing an articulate vision along with all the other factors of transformational 
leadership did not predict worship attendance growth to the degree that exhibiting high 
performance expectation did. I did not expect providing an appropriate model to have a 
negative correlation with worship attendance growth. Providing an appropriate model had 
a negative correlation with exhibiting high performance expectation and a 63.2 percent 
negative correlation with providing individual support. These negative correlations are 
counterintuitive for me. I would have thought providing an appropriate model would 
have had an especially high positive correlation to worship attendance growth, exhibiting 
high performance expectation, and providing individual support. 
Limitations and Weaknesses 
 One of the limitations of this paper was that no African-American, Latino, or 
Asian churches took part in this study. Another limitation was that in order to determine 
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correlates between pastoral leadership style and church culture, each pastor accounted for 
one statistical score, but church culture type scores were dictated by the number of 
individuals on the Administrative Board/Council. I duplicated the pastor’s score to match 
the same number of church culture scores for each church. This method for computing 
statistical correlation could have affected the results. A possible limitation for this paper 
was the way the worship attendance growth was factored into the equation as a ratio. 
Worship attendance growth could have been factored into the equation other ways with 
different results. Another limitation of this paper is that many types of culture exist and 
many leadership styles exist. This paper only explored eight types of culture for each 
church and two leadership styles with several factors. An argument could be made that 
high performance expectation is a type of culture merely exhibited by the leader. 
Practical Applications of Findings/Further Studies 
 While doing the demographic work for this study, I was surprised by the number 
of extremely rapidly growing counties that did not have a United Methodist church where 
the pastor had tenure of five years or more. I was struck by the lack of new church starts 
in the most rapidly growing counties. I could not identify any African-American new 
church starts, established more than five years, in counties where the African-American 
population was growing most rapidly. The Leadership Style Self-Assessment Pastor’s 
Questionnaire could be used as one tool among others to diagnose leadership style among 
pastors and help determine which pastors would be best suited to grow churches in areas 
where the need is most pressing. This questionnaire could also be used to help diagnose 
leadership style among pastors to help target leadership training on how to develop high 
performance expectation in pastors. This study has helped me to scrutinize myself more 
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closely to see aspects of my ministry and leadership that do not proclaim excellence, 
quality, or competence. I may be inadvertently turning followers away, not because of 
poor theology, but for lack of high performance expectation. 
 Further study could be done to help determine which aspects of exhibiting high 
performance expectation help correlate with worship attendance growth. Further study 
could use the growth ratio equation as a predictive tool to diagnose pastors and churches 
that are not reaching their growth potential. I think further study could be done to discern 
why, among pastoral leaders, providing an appropriate model had a negative correlation 
to worship attendance growth. An interesting and helpful study would find out why 
providing an appropriate model had a negative correlation to providing individual support 
and exhibiting high performance expectation. 
 I think further study could be done to investigate the relationship among pastoral 
tenure, church health, and worship attendance growth. Because the majority of United 
Methodist churches in the rapidly growing counties of metro Atlanta are not growing, 
while doing this study I was struck by the large percentage of churches that are growing 
where the pastoral tenure is five years or more.  
Theological Reflection 
 The theological foundation for this paper is that the source of values and actions 
for churches must be consistent with the nature and mission of God. God’s mission since 
the time of Adam has been to reconcile the world to himself. Christ’s life, death, and 
resurrection were in service to God’s mission of reconciliation. The purpose of the 
Church is to participate in his mission. Because God’s mission is consistent with his 
nature, the culture and leadership of the church are to be a reflection of his nature as well.  
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 My hope in this project was to discover that the relationship among organizational 
culture, leadership style, and worship attendance growth would be a dynamic response to 
that mission. I had hoped to discover that when transformational leaders focus the 
churches attention on internal integration and external adaptation by blending a culture 
that is evangelizing, community building, worshiping, teaching, and social consciousness 
raising, that churches would grow in attendance. I hoped to find that transforming 
leadership is the type of leadership that develops a blending culture which brings about 
worship attendance growth. The results of this study have expanded my thinking in this 
regard. Churches do not necessarily experience worship attendance growth because they 
do the right things. They grow because they do the right things well. Excellence, quality, 
and competence are aspects of God’s nature and this paper shows that those aspects most 
often translate into numeric growth. When God created the heavens and the earth, he 
“...saw that it was good” (Gen. 1:10, 12, 18, 21, 25, 31). People are attracted to 
excellence and worship attendance increases. Excellence does not necessarily mean that a 
church is participating in the mission of God. The mission of God is reconciliation, 
excellence is wind on which God’s mission is carried.  
 A church can grow numerically and not participate in the mission of God. With 
human nature bent toward serving self-interests rather than God’s interests, a church can 
grow numerically and exploit the self-interests of individuals. Churches can offer style 
and no substance and experience growth. A church can give a self serving message in a 
beautiful way and people will come. A church can also decline in worship attendance 
when participating in God’s mission if the leadership does not exhibit excellence, quality, 
and competence. Churches can offer substance with little effort toward the delivery of 
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that message and decline. A church can give God’s great message of reconciliation in a 
way that makes it appear unappealing or unnecessary. 
Personal Reflection 
 Many years ago I worked closely with a church that was one of the most rapidly 
growing churches in the United Methodist denomination. Almost yearly they had invited 
a high profile church consultant to help them be a more effective church. I was excited to 
discover they had used this particular consultant because of his missional focus for 
effectiveness. I knew that a foundational aspect of his theology was that to be effective, a 
congregation needs to focus their strengths on one concrete missional objective. I asked 
the pastor, “What is the church’s concrete missional objective?” He said, “Oh, we wrote 
it down somewhere. It is in one of those folders in the closet.” I asked the lay leader and 
other pastors on staff the same question. No one could tell me the missional objective, 
vision, or purpose, but the church kept growing. I could not find a mission, vision, or 
purpose statement, but I did notice immediately that everything the church did was done 
well. The services were well thought out and executed. The music was excellent. The 
sermons were inviting and winsome. The building and grounds were impeccable. High 
profile national leaders came to lead seminars. Duck à l’orange was served at dinner. I 
could not discern a consistent theological perspective from the leadership, but the church 
was growing. I knew that a high expectation for excellence was a large part of the 
pastor’s secret, but I did not understand how large a component high performance 
expectation was until I completed this study. This study provided an “Aha!” moment for 
me. Even while I celebrate in finding a piece to an old puzzle, I am also a little 
disappointed. I had hoped to find an equation that read: Missio Dei + Balanced Church 
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Culture + Transformational Leadership = Growth.  Through this paper, I am thankful I 
have found a more effective way to reach people. I remain thankful God found an 
effective way of reaching me.  
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APPENDIX A 
 
Administrative Board/Council Questionnaire 
 
Instructions: Circle the number beside each statement that corresponds most nearly to 
what you believe. 
1=Strongly Disagree     2=Disagree     3=Undecided     4=Agree     5=Strongly Agree 
 
1. I know Jesus is the only way to heaven.                  1    2    3    4    5  
 
2. I find our worship services inspiring.                1    2    3    4    5 
 
3. I think Bible study is most important in my church.              1    2    3    4    5 
 
4. I feel our church is a caring fellowship.               1    2    3    4    5 
 
5. I like our pastor to take a stand on issues.               1    2    3    4    5 
 
6. I think our church strives to reach out to the needy.            1    2    3    4    5 
 
7. I believe the pastor should visit the people.             1    2    3    4    5 
 
8. I believe verse-by-verse teaching               1    2    3    4    5 
 is important in my church         
 
9. I feel the pastor’s message                           1    2    3    4    5 
should be spiritually uplifting         
 
10.  I feel social justice issues are important in my church.           1    2    3    4    5 
 
11.      I believe faith sharing is most important in my church.                   1    2    3    4    5 
 
12. I feel music in my church makes me feel closer to God.           1    2    3    4    5 
 
13.      I think my church offers adequate opportunities                              1    2    3    4    5                        
for learning God’s Word.         
 
14.       I believe the purpose of the church should be to make            1    2    3    4    5 
close community.               
 
15.       I feel the purpose of the church is to help the poor.               1    2    3    4    5 
 
16. I think the pastor should always give an altar call.            1    2    3    4    5 
 
17.      I can feel God’s presence in worship at my church.                         1    2    3    4    5 
 
18.      I think the pastor’s message should teach Bible truths.                    1    2    3    4    5 
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19.      I feel fellowship is most important to me.                                        1    2    3    4    5 
 
20.      I believe the purpose of the church is to “win the lost.”                   1    2    3    4    5 
 
21.      I often think of God as my King.                                                      1    2    3    4    5 
 
22.      I feel most comfortable thinking of God as Father.                          1    2    3    4    5 
 
23.      I believe we are all God’s subjects under divine rule.                      1    2    3    4    5 
 
24.       I feel good knowing we are all                                                         1    2    3    4    5 
 God’s children in His household.        
 
25.      I feel good knowing God’s law demands justice.                             1    2    3    4    5 
 
26.      I feel good knowing God loves me.                                                  1    2    3    4    5 
 
27.      I know after we die, we receive judgment.                                       1    2    3    4    5 
 
28.      I believe God came that we might receive salvation.                       1    2    3    4    5 
 
29.      I feel all Christians are fellow servant.                                             1    2    3    4    5 
 
30.      I know all Christians are brothers and sisters.                                  1    2    3    4    5 
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APPENDIX B 
Leadership Style 
Self-Assessment Pastor’s Questionnaire 
Instructions: Think about your own behaviors within the context of your leadership style 
within your church. To what extent does each of the following statements characterize 
your leadership orientation? 
                 A 
    Very      Moderate    Very 
    Little        Amount   Much 
       1       2          3            4   5     6        7 
 
1.  Have a clear      1       2          3            4   5     6        7 
     understanding of where  
     we are going 
 
2.  Paint an interesting     1       2          3            4   5     6        7 
     picture of the future for  
     my church 
 
3.  Am always seeking new     1       2          3            4   5     6        7 
     opportunities for my  
     church 
 
4.  Inspire others with my     1       2          3            4   5     6        7 
     plans for the future 
 
5.  Am able to get others to    1       2          3            4   5     6        7 
     be committed to my  
     dreams 
 
6.  Lead by “doing” rather       1       2          3            4   5     6        7  
     than simply by “telling” 
 
7.  Provide a good model     1       2          3            4   5     6        7 
     for others to follow 
 
8.  Lead by example     1       2          3            4   5     6        7 
 
9.  Foster collaboration     1       2          3            4   5     6        7 
     among group members 
 
10. Encourage employees     1       2          3            4   5     6        7 
      to be “team players” 
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11. Get the group to work     1       2          3            4   5     6        7 
together for the same  
      goal 
 
12. Develop a team attitude     1       2          3            4   5     6        7 
      and spirit among  
      employees 
 
13. Show that I expect a    1       2          3            4   5     6        7  
      lot from others 
 
14. Insist on only the best    1       2          3            4   5     6        7  
      performance 
 
15. Will not settle for       1       2          3            4   5     6        7 
      second best 
 
16. Act without considering      1       2          3            4   5     6        7 
      the feelings of others 
 
17. Show respect for the     1       2          3            4   5     6        7 
      personal feelings of others 
 
18. Behave in a manner     1       2          3            4   5     6        7 
      thoughtful of the  
      personal needs of others 
 
19. Treat others without     1       2          3            4   5     6        7 
      considering their  
      personal feelings 
 
20. Challenge others to     1       2          3            4   5     6        7 
      think about old problems  
      in new ways 
 
21. Ask questions that     1       2          3            4   5     6        7 
      prompt others to think 
 
22. Stimulate others to     1       2          3            4   5     6        7 
      rethink the way they  
      do things 
 
23. Have ideas that challenge    1       2          3            4   5     6        7 
      others to reexamine some  
      of their basic assumptions  
      about work 
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24. Always give positive     1       2          3            4   5     6        7 
      feedback when others  
      perform well 
 
25. Give special recognition     1       2          3            4   5     6        7 
      when others work is  
      very good 
 
26. Commend others when     1       2          3            4   5     6        7 
      they do a  
      better-than-average job 
 
27. Personally compliment     1       2          3            4   5     6        7 
      others when they do  
      outstanding work 
 
28. Frequently do not      1       2          3            4   5     6        7 
      acknowledge the  
      good performance  
      of others 
 
Source: Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Moorman, Fetter (107-42).  
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APPENDIX C 
 
List of Culture Questions According to Culture Type 
Evangelizing Type 
1. I know Jesus is the only way to heaven. 
11.  I believe faith sharing is most important in my church. 
16.  I think the pastor should always give an altar call. 
20.  I believe the purpose of the church is to “win the lost.” 
 
Worshiping Type 
2.  I find our worship services inspiring. 
12.  I feel the music in my church makes me feel closer to God. 
17.  I can feel God’s presence in worship at my church. 
9.  I feel the pastor’s message should be spiritually uplifting. 
 
Teaching Type 
3.  I think Bible study is most important in my church. 
13.  I think my church offers adequate opportunities for learning God’s Word. 
18.  I think the pastor’s message should teach Bible truths. 
8.  I believe verse-by-verse teaching is important in my church. 
 
Community Building Type 
4.  I feel our church is a caring fellowship. 
14.  I believe the purpose of the church should be to make a close community. 
19.  I feel fellowship is most important to me. 
7.  I believe the pastor should visit the people. 
 
Social Consciousness Raising Type 
5.  I like our pastor to take a stand on issues. 
15.  I feel the purpose of the church is to help the poor. 
10.  I feel social issues are important in my church. 
6. I think our church reaches out to the needy. 
 
King Type 
21. I often think of God as my King. 
23.  I believe we are all God’s subjects under divine sovereignty. 
25.  I feel good knowing God’s law demands justice. 
27.  I know after we die, we receive judgment. 
29.  I feel all Christians are fellow servants. 
 
Father Type 
22.  I feel most comfortable thinking of God as Father. 
24.  I feel good knowing we are all God’s children in his household. 
26.  I feel good knowing God loves me. 
28.  I believe God came that we might receive salvation. 
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30.  I know all Christians are brothers and sisters. 
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APPENDIX D 
List of Leadership Style Questions According to Leadership Factors 
Questions 1-23 Transformational Leadership Behaviors: 
 
Providing an Articulate Vision 
 
1.  Have a clear understanding of where we are going 
 
2.  Paint an interesting picture of the future for my church 
 
3.  Am always seeking new opportunities for my church 
 
4.  Inspire others with my plans for the future 
 
5.  Am able to get others to be committed to my dreams 
 
Providing an Appropriate Model 
 
6.  Lead by “doing” rather than simply by “telling” 
 
7.  Provide a good model for others to follow 
 
8.  Lead by example 
 
Fostering Acceptance of Goals 
 
9.  Foster collaboration among group members 
 
10. Encourage employees to be “team players” 
 
11. Get the group to work together for the same goal 
 
12. Develop a team attitude and spirit among employees 
 
Exhibiting High Performance Expectation 
 
13. Show that I expect a lot from others 
 
14. Insist on only the best performance 
 
15. Will not settle for second best 
 
Providing Individual Support 
 
16. Act without considering the feelings of others 
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17. Show respect for the personal feelings of others 
 
18. Behave in a manner thoughtful of the personal needs of others 
 
19. Treat others without considering their personal feelings 
 
Providing Intellectual Stimulation 
 
20. Challenge others to think about old problems in new ways 
 
21. Ask questions that prompt others to think 
 
22. Stimulate others to rethink the way they do things 
 
23. Have ideas that challenge others to reexamine some of their basic assumptions  
 
      about work 
 
Transactional Leadership Behaviors: 
 
24. Always give positive feedback when others perform well 
 
25. Give special recognition when others’ work is very good 
 
26. Commend others when they do a better-than-average job 
 
27. Personally compliment others when they do outstanding work 
 
28. Frequently do not acknowledge the good performance of others 
 
Scoring: There are seven dimensions to be scored and computed. Providing an Articulate 
Vision—Add your responses to questions 1 through 5 and divide by 5. Providing an 
Appropriate Model—Add your responses to questions 6 through 8 and divide by 3. 
Fostering Acceptance of Goals—Add your responses to questions 9 through 12 and 
divide by 4. Exhibiting High—Performance Expectations—Add your responses to 
questions 13 through 15 and divide by 3. Providing Individual Support—Add your 
responses to questions 16 through 19 and divide by 4. Providing Intellectual 
Stimulation—Add your responses to questions 20 through 23 and divide by 4. 
Transactional Leader Behaviors—Add your responses to questions 24 through 28 and 
divide by 5. 
 
Interpretation: Six basic dimensions of the transformational leader are profiled by this 
self-assessment: (1) providing an articulate vision, (2) providing an appropriate model, 
(3) fostering acceptance of goals, (4) exhibiting high performance expectations, (5) 
providing individual support, and (6) providing intellectual stimulation. A high score (5.5 
and greater) reflects a relatively high behavioral orientation to engage in each of these 
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behaviors. The seventh leadership dimension profiled here reflects your tendency to 
engage in behaviors characteristic of the transactional leader. A high sore (5.5 and 
greater) reflects a relatively strong behavioral orientation to give something to your 
followers in exchange for their giving something to you that as a leader you want 
(expect) of your followers. 
 
Source: Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Moorman, and Fetter (107-42).  
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APPENDIX E 
 
Phone Transcript for Invitation to Participants 
 
 Hi ______________. This is Tom Davis, sr. pastor at Due West UMC. Did I catch 
you at a good time? I am working on a dissertation at Asbury Seminary on 
Congregational Culture and Leadership Style. I have developed a couple of 
questionnaires that might help determine if your priorities are shared by your leadership. I 
have selected only pastors that have served the same congregation for five years or 
longer. The questionnaires are online and will only take about three minutes for you and 
your Administrative Board or Council to take. The questionnaires are coded, and you are 
the only one who would receive your results listed by name. Do you think you could help 
me out? 
 Do you have your Administrative Board/Council on e-mail? I can e-mail a short 
cover letter from you, with a Web link and church code. All that would be needed is for 
you to forward the e-mail to the Administrative Board/Council.  
 I will e-mail a different cover letter for you and the link to your questionnaire. 
Can I get your e-mail address? ________________ 
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APPENDIX F 
Pastor’s Questionnaire Online Cover Letter 
Hi ___________, 
Thank you for the help with this study. The survey for you will take about three minutes. 
All you need to do is click on the following link 
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s.asp?u=472422142241 and enter the code (letter-
number) when prompted. 
Thanks for your help. 
Sincerely, 
Tom Davis 
Senior Pastor 
Due West United Methodist Church 
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APPENDIX G 
Administrative Board/Council Online Cover Letter 
Administrative Board/ Council Leadership: 
 __________ UMC has been invited to participate in a study on organizational 
culture and leadership style. Your help is needed to complete the following survey 
concerning our church. The survey will take about three minutes. All you need to do is 
click on the following link http://www.surveymonkey.com/s.asp?u=358072142243 and 
enter the code (letter-number) when prompted. 
Thanks for you help. 
Sincerely, 
_____________(Pastor’s name here) 
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APPENDIX H 
 
Stepwise Linear Regression 
 
Descriptive Statistics 
 Mean Std. Deviation N 
Growth Ratio .4125 1.2698 12 
Articulate Vision 5.5500 .6332 12 
Provide Appropriate Model 5.8889 .5566 12 
Foster Acceptance of Goals 5.9167 .4924 12 
High Performance Expectations 5.5056 .9082 12 
Individual Support 3.9772 .5379 12 
Intellectual Stimulation 4.9794 .6696 12 
Transactional Leader 4.8167 .5997 12 
 
 
Variables Entered/Removed 
 
Model Variables  
Entered 
Variables 
Removed 
Method 
1 High Performance 
Expectation 
 Stepwise (Criteria: Probability-of-F-to-enter<= .050, 
Probability-of-F-to-remove>= .100). 
Dependent Variable: Growth Ratio 
 
Model Summary 
 
Model R R Square Adjusted R 
Square 
Std. Error of 
The Estimate 
1 .715 .511 .462 .9310 
 
Model Summary 
 
  Change Statistics 
 R Square 
Change 
F Change df1 df2 Sig. F Change 
1 .511 10.463 1 10 .009 
Predictors: (Constant), High Performance Expectation 
 
ANOVA 
 
Model Sum of 
Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 
   Residual 
   Total 
9.069 
8.668 
17.737 
1 
10 
11 
9.069 
.867 
10.463 .009 
Predictors: (Constant), High Performance Expectation 
Dependent Variable: Growth Ratio 
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APPENDIX I 
 
Linear Regression All Factors Forced 
 
Descriptive Statistics 
 Mean Std. Deviation N 
Growth Ratio .4125 1.2698 12 
Articulate Vision 5.5500 .6332 12 
Provide Appropriate Model 5.8889 .5566 12 
Foster Acceptance of Goals 5.9167 .4924 12 
High Performance Expectations 5.5056 .9082 12 
Individual Support 3.9772 .5379 12 
Intellectual Stimulation 4.9794 .6696 12 
Transactional Leader 4.8167 .5997 12 
 
 
Variables Entered/Removed 
Model Variables Entered Variables 
Removed 
Method 
1 Transactional Leader, Articulate Vision, 
Foster Acceptance of Goals, Individual Support, Intellectual 
Stimulation, High Performance Expectation, Provide Appropriate 
Model, 
 
  
Dependent Variable: Growth Ratio 
 
Model Summary 
Model R R Square Adjusted R 
Square 
Std. Error of the 
Estimate 
1 .910 .828 .526 .8744 
 
Model Summary 
   Change Statistics 
Model R Square 
Change 
F Change df1 df2 Sig. F Change 
1 .828 2.743 7 4 .173 
Predictors: (Constant), Transactional Leader, Articulate Vision, Foster Acceptance of Goals, Individual 
Support, Intellectual Stimulation, High Performance Expectation, Provide Appropriate Model 
 
 
ANOVA 
Model Sum of 
Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 
   Residual 
   Total 
14.679 
3.058 
17.737 
7 
4 
11 
2.097 
.765 
2.243 .173 
Predictors: (Constant), Transactional Leader, Articulate Vision, Foster Acceptance of Goals, Individual 
Support, Intellectual Stimulation, High Performance Expectation, Provide Appropriate Model 
Dependent Variable: Growth Ratio  
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APPENDIX J 
 
Equation to Predict Worship Growth Ratio 
 
-13.271+AV(.470)+AM(.567)+FA(-.733)+HE(.839)+IS(1.276)+Int.S(.553)=GR 
AV – Providing an Articulate Vision 
AM – Providing an Appropriate Model 
FA – Fostering Acceptance of Goals 
HE – Exhibiting High Performance Expectation 
IS – Providing Individual Support 
Int. S – Providing Intellectual Stimulation 
GR – Growth Ratio 
 
Growth Ratio=Percent of Worship Attendance Growth/Percent of County Population 
Growth 
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